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MK14-the only low-cost

keyboard -addressable /

microcomputer! /m
The new Science of Cambridge jot*
MK14 Microcomputer kit a3

vy/y//////////////////^

The MK14 National Semiconductor Scamp based /m
Microcomputer Kit gives you the power and performance
of a professional keyboard-addressable unit -for Ml ~2

less than half the normal price. It has a specification / /MV-
that makes it perfect for the engineer who needs to /
keep up to date with digital systems or for use /
in school science departments. It's / i /? /
ideal for hobbyists and amateur electronics / CrLi
enthusiasts, too. / 7

ButtheMK14isn'tjustatrainmgaid. / ^ ' / W
It’sbeendesignedforpracticalperformance, / r ~) ‘ w
so you can use it as a working component /
of, even the heart of, larger electronic / /?===» ' - ' t
systems and equipment. /
MK14 Specification

/
(—C/ /

. y? /
* Hexadecimal keyboard ^ '

<

* 8-digit, 7-segment LED display ;

* ~l~ nriiiiii i mil liniiin mi mill ii*
~~

' ^

program and interface instructions

* 256 bytes of RAM —
* 4MHz crystal operational instructions and The low-cost computing power of the
* 5V stabiliser

* Single 6V power supply
* Space available for extra 256 byte

RAM and 16 port I/O

* Edge connector access to all data
lines and I/O ports

Free Manual
Every MK14 Microcomputer kit includes a

free Training Manual. It contains

examples for training applications, and
numerous programsincluding math routines

(square root, etc) digital alarm clock,

single-step music box, mastermind and
moon landing games, self-replication,

general purpose sequencing, etc.

Designed for fast, easy assembly
Each 31 -piece kit includes everything you
.need to make a full-scale working

microprocessor is already being used to

replace other forms of digital, analogue,

electro-mechanical, even purely

mechanical forms of control systems.

The Science of Cambridge MK14 Standard

Microcomputer Kit allows you to learnmore
about this exciting and rapidly advancing

area of technology. It allows you to use
your own microcomputer in practical

microprocessor, from 14 chips, a 4-part

keyboard, display interface components,
to PCB, switch and fixings. Further software

packages, including serial interface toTTY
and cassette, are available, and are

regularly supplemented

The MK14 can be assembled by anyone
with a fine-tip soldering iron and a few
hours' spare time, using the illustrated

step-by-step instructions provided

Tomorrow's technology - today!

“It is not unreasonable to assume that

within the next five years . . there will be
hardly any companies engaged in

electronics that are not using micro-

processors in one area or another. ”

Phil Pittman, Wireless World. Nov. 1977

applications of yourown design . And it

allows you to do it at a fraction of the

price you'd have to pay elsewhere.

Getting your MK14 Kit is easy. Just fill in

the coupon below, and post it to us today,

with a cheque or PO made payable to

Science of Cambridge. And, of course, it

comes to you with a comprehensive
guarantee. If forany reason, you're not

completely satisfied with your MK14,
return it to us within 14 days for a full

cash refund.

Science ofCambridge Ltd,

6 Kings Parade,

Cambridge,
Cambs.,CB21SN.
Telephone: Cambridge (0223) 311488

To : Science of Cambridge Ltd,

6 Kings Parade, Cambridge,

|
Cambs..CB2lSN.

I Please send me an MK14 Standard

I

I Microcomputer Kit. I enclose cheque/
Money order/PO for £43.55 (£39.95

L
+ 8% VAT and 40p p&p).
Allow 21 days tor delivery.

Name O "

Aadress, please pnn,| - 006110601 1

= Cambridge^
For further information please tick S0C41
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What is a TUN? II

Of zeros are avoided wherever

What is 10 n?
What is the EPS service?

What is the TQ service?

1

What is a missing link?

Semiconductor types
Very often, a large number of
equivalent semiconductors exist
with different type numbers. For
this reason, 'abbreviated' type
numbers are used in Elektor
wherever possible:
•'741 'stand for«A741,
LM741

, MC641, MIC741.
RM741

,
SN72741

,
etc.

• 'TUP' or 'TUN' (Transistor.
Universal, PNP or NPN respect-
ively) stand for any low fre-

quency silicon transistor that
meets the following specifi-

1
UCEO, max , 20V

100 mA
100
100 mW

[

fT. min
1

100 MHz

Some 'TUN's are: BC107, BC108
and BC109 families, 2N3856A,
2N3859, 2N3860. 2N3904,
2N3947, 2N4124. Some 'TUP's
are: BC1 77 and BC1 78 families;

BC1 79 family with the possible
exeption of BC159and BC179;
2N241 2, 2N3251 . 2N3906
2N4126, 2N4291

.

• 'DUS' or DUG' (Diode Univer-
sal, Silicon or Germanium
respectively) stands for any
diode that meets the following
specifications:

Some ‘DUS's are: BA127, BA217,
BA218, BA221

. BA222, BA317,
BA318, BAX13, BAY61. 1N914,
1N4148.
Some 'DUG's are: OA85, OA91

.

OA95, AA116.

• BC107B'. 'BC237B', BC547B'
all refer to the same 'family' of
almost identical better-quality
silicon transistors. In general,
any other member of the same
family can be used instead.

BC107 (-8. -9) families:

BC107 (-8. -9), BC147 (-8, -9)

8C207 (-8, -9). BC237 (-8 -9).'

BC317 (-8. -9). BC347 (-8. 9)
BC547 (-8, -9), BC171 (-2, -3)
BC182 (-3,-4), BC382 (-3.-4)'

BC437 (-8, -9), 8C414

BC177 (-8. -9) families:

BC177 (-8. -9). BC157 (-8, -9).

BC204 (-5. -6), BC307 (-8, -9).

BC320 (-1,-2), BC350 (-1, -2),

BC557 (-8. -9), BC251 (-2, -3),

BC212 (-3, -4), BC512 (-3. -4),

BC261 (-2,-3). BC416.

Resistor and capacitor values

When giving component values,

decimal points and large numbers

possible. The decimal point is

usually replaced by one of the
following abbreviations:

p lpico-1 = 10' 11

n (nano ) = 10 *

M (micro-) - 10‘‘

m (milli) = 10 ’

k (kilo-) - 10 5

M (mega-) = 106

G (giga-l * 10*
A few examples:
Resistance value 2k7: 2700 n.
Resistance value 470: 470 n.
Capacitance value 4p7: 4.7 pF, or
0.000000 000 004 7 F . . .

Capacitance value lOn. this is the
international way of writing

10.000 pF or .01 pF. since 1 n is

lO
-
’ farads or 1000 pF.

Resistors are Vi Watt 5% carbon
types, unless otherwise specified.

The DC working voltage of
capacitors (other than electro-

lytics) is normally assumed to be
at least 60 V. As a rule of thumb,
a safe value is usually approxi-
mately twice the DC supply
voltage.

Test voltages

The DC test voltages shown are
measured with a 20 kfi/V instru-

ment. unless otherwise specified.

U, not V
The international letter symbol
'U' for voltage is often used
instead of the ambiguous ‘V*.

'V' is normally reserved for Volts'.

For instance: Ub = 10 V.
not Vb = 10 V.

Mains voltages

No mains (power line) voltages
are listed in Elektor circuits. It is

assumed that our readers know
what voltage is standard in their

Readers in countries that use
60 Hz should note that Elektor
circuits are designed for 50 Hz
operation. This will not normally
be a problem; however, in cases
where the mains frequency is used
for synchronisation some modifi-
cation may be required.

Technical services to readers
• EPS service. Many Elektor
articles include a lay-out for a
printed circuit board. Some - but
not all - of these boards are avail-

able ready-etched and predrilled.

The 'EPS print service list' in the
current issue always gives a com-
plete list of available boards.
• Technical queries. Members o*
the technical staff are available to
answer technical queries (relating

to articles published in Elektor)
by telephone on Mondays from
14.00 to 16.30. Letters with
technical queries should be
addressed to: Dept. TQ. Please
enclose a stamped, self addressed
envelope; readers outside U.K.
please enclose an IRC instead of

• Missing link. Any important
modifications to, additions to,

improvements on or corrections
in Elektor circuits are generally
listed under the heading Missing
Link’ at the earliest opportunity.
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The puffometer, whilst

making no claims to

providing accurate

measurements, however

does represent a

relatively simple (and

amusing) means of

measuring just how long-

winded some people

are. Its great for parties!

p. 9-02

Electronic temperature-

controlled soldering irons

offer many advantages

over the continuous heat

types. The Elektor circuit

is a thermostatic

control unit, which is

both easy to build and

uses standard parts.

p. 9-24

The car start booster offers that

contents
selektor UK-14

puffometer 9-02

oscillographics 9-06

This little circuit will make your scope something your

relatives and friends will appreciate.

one chip does not make a piano 9-08

master tone generator 9-09

Although primarily intended for use in the Elektor Piano,

the design of this master tone generator (or top octave

generator) is sufficiently universal to permit its use in a wide

variety of electronic keyboard instruments.

piano 9-12

temperature-controlled soldering iron 9-24

car start booster 9-30

applikator 9-32

24 dB VCF — C. Chapman 9-34

In response to requests from readers who have built the

Formant synthesiser the following article presents a design

for a voltage-controlled filter whose slope is considerably

steeper than that of the original VCF, in fact 24 dB/octave as

opposed to 12 dB/octave. The filter offers a choice of high-

pass or lowpass modes and slopes of 6, 12, 18 or 24 dB

/

buffered/unbuffered CMOS 9-43

Many CMOS digital ICs are now available in two versions,

buffered and unbuffered. The lack of information available

to the amateur on the differences between them has given

rise to some confusion as to the compatibility of the two

types. This article examines both types of CMOS and com-

pares them with TTL.

market 9-50

advertisers index UK-24

elektor
An artist's impression of

the Elektor piano, which

may not replace the

Steinway but does have

many applications where
cost and portability are

important factors.
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Blue Fox
Blue Fox is an integral part of the

weapons system of the Royal Navy’s

Sea Harrier vertical take off fighter/

strike/reconnaisance aircraft.

A distinctive feature of the radar is its

flat aperture aerial designed to increase

detection range and produce minimum
sidelobes. Another distinctive feature is

that the scanner is stabilised in both
pitch an roll. Roll stabilisation assists in

achieving the maximum accuracy in

air-to-surface attacks.

Blue Fox is a lightweight radar weighing
less than 190 lbs (86 kgs). It is

designed to fulfill a dual role: that of

airborne search and interception; and
air-to-surface search-and-strike.

Having successfully completed its initial

ground trials, Blue Fox is currently

being prepared for flight trials later this

year (1978).

Blue Fox is a monopulse radar operating

in the X-band. Frequency agility

maximises its ability to detect small

targets in clutter conditions and also

improves its immunity to electronic

countermeasures.

For air-to-air interceptions Blue Fox
provides directional and range data to

the Sea Harrier’s weapon-aiming

computer for lead-pursuit or chase
attacks. In the strike role it will be used
for aiming air-to-surface weapons, the

radar derived information providing

weapon-release data.

Blue Fox employs monopulse
techniques in both the horizontal and
vertical planes. When searching for

distant targets a PPI scan can be used
and changed to a sector B scan if

required. The pilot may choose either a

single-bar or multiple-bar search scan

pattern depending on the amount of sky
to be covered.

The main radar unit comprises a number
of line replaceable units (LRUs).
Built-in test facilities are provided to

enable faulty LRUs to be identified and
replaced at the first-line servicing level.

Modular construction and detail design

simplify the replacement of any
unserviceable components at second and
third-line maintenance levels. Predicted

meantime between mission failures is in

excess of 1 20 hours.

Because Blue Fox is designed for a

relatively small aircraft, is of modular
construction, and light in weight, it is

expected to prove suitable for

installation in many other types of

aircraft and, as such, possesses

considerable development potential.

Electronic Systems Department,
Ferranti Limited, Ferry Road,
Edinburgh, EH5 2XS, England

(347 S)

Unmanned submersible

A completely new type of micro-

computer-controlled unmanned
inspection system — built to operate in

the poor visibility and hostile operating

conditions of the North Sea - has been

launched by Richmond-based Marine I

Unit Technology Limited.
The new vehicle — which is supported I

by the Department of Energy through I

the offshore Energy Technology Board I

— is lighter, smaller, more versatile, and
far more controllable than other
underwater inspection systems currently
available.

The new system is code-named
SMARTIE (Submarine Automatic
Remote Television Inspection

Equipment). It is elliptical in cross-

section and is basically a highly mobile
underwater vehicle equipped with a

battery of underwater television

cameras. These will consist of at least •

one low-light silicon intensified target
.

(SIT) camera and a high resolution

vidicon camera. The vehicle is driven by
f

an electrically-powered submersible

pump and is therefore propellerless.

On-Board Computer

The addition of on-board computer
facilities has enabled Marine Unit to

provide the offshore industry with a

submersible which is much more
powerful and versatile than has been
available to the industry in the past. The
microcomputer was designed and
developed by Marine Unit Technology’s 1

research and development team headed 1

by Dr. Brian Ray. This is the first

occasion on which a microcomputer has
been installed on an underwater vehicle

of this type.

Apart from the relatively straight-

forward procedures of interpreting

manual input control signals from the
operator’s console, and controlling

vehicle speed and direction, the
computer is also capable of making
SMARTIE a good deal easier to operate. I

For low visibility work, the computer I

can accept input from the submersible’s I

magnetic compass and gyro, and project

an artificial navigation ‘target’ which the

operator can follow on his video screen

even though the craft may be passing I

through an area of zero visibility.

Similarly, if the submersible is operating i

in fast currents, the operator is able to '

maintain a fixed position in the water
by simply pressing a ‘hold’ button: the

computer will automatically

compensate for the effects of the

current, keeping the vehicle in the
required position without operator

intervention. The ‘hold’ facility is also

useful for keeping a steady course at

speed.

Slim Umbilical Cable

The vehicle will be supplied with power
and control signals by a single umbilical

cable under half a centimetre in

diameter. The video signal will be

continuously transmitted back to the

surface via the same cable.

Most unmanned submersibles are

supplied by very bulky multi-core cables

bearing separate conductors for the
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Offshore Survey Service

SMARTIE will not be sold to the

offshore industry for the time being.

Instead, MUT’s Associate Company
Marine Unit Limited will offer a

complete inspection service to the

offshore industry. It is expected that

the main applications will be in

surveying pipelines, underwater

construction work, and other work
where the cost of putting a man on the

sea-bed is becoming very expensive.

SMARTIE will be made available in one
of two operating modes. Firstly, it will

be available anywhere in the world in an

emergency model air transport kit,

consisting of the SMARTIE submersible

and electrical generator, operator’s

console and cable. Three trained

SMARTIE operators will accompany
the submersible. SMARTIE will also be

available for long-term contracts with a

custom-built winch and a robust

launcher which will be designed to

withstand very rough surface conditions;

in this mode, SMARTIE will be

launched at depth and a prefabricated

building will house all the controls.

Marine Unit will have available two
SMARTIE units by the end of July,

with others following later in the year.

All the production models will be

manufactured at the Group’s new
Plymouth factory.

SMARTIE should provide the offshore

operator with a very realistic low-cost

alternative to the diver used as an

underwater observer, even in shallow

water. Over the years it has been proven

that an operator on the surface actually

sees more on his screen than the diver

on the sea-bed. Now SMARITE gives

the Television camera the mobility, the

precision and the manoeuvrability of

the diver. In addition, SMARTIE can

operate in more hazardous conditions

than the diver.

Marine Unit Technology Ltd
3 Friars Lane, Richmond
Surrey TN9 1NL, England

(348 S)

control circuits, power circuits and
video controls and signals. This

configuration can affect the

performance of the vehicle adversely in

a number of different ways.

Firstly, there is a very real problem of

physical drag exercised by the cable on

the vehicle; secondly, there is the

problem of interaction between the

video, control and power circuits, a

problem which can cause interference or

other deterioration in video picture

quality.

Careful design of the electronics has

ensured that these problems do not

occur, and at the same time has made it

possible to keep the cable dimensions to

Projected Developments

Marine Unit will eventually be offering a

number of different services to the

offshore industry, and the next phase is

already under development. One facility

will be to enable the vehicle to ‘lock-on’

and follow closely a pipeline or other

submerged structure at a fixed distance

from it. It is also hoped to fit sonar

equipment at some later date.
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puffometer

Obviously, the length of time one can

continue to whistle a particular note

depends on how loud one tries to

whistle and on how much air from the

lungs is available to sustain the note.

These factors determine the basic

principle of the puffometer, which
provides a comparative indication of
different people’s lung capacity by
measuring how long they can sustain

a note above a particular level. A
multimeter is used to provide an optical

indication of the duration of the signal.

It goes without saying that the
puffometer is not intended to be a

serious scientific instrument, but rather

is suited for ‘party-piece’ applications

(where the reader may well find that his

performance on the puffometer is

determined more by his ability to keep
a straight ‘pucker’ than the capacity

of his lungs!).

Block diagram

The block diagram of the puffometer
is shown in figure 1 . As can be seen, the
circuit is comprised of a number of
different stages, each of which will be
examined separately.

The whistled note is picked up by a

microphone, which of course, converts

it into an electrical signal. This is then
fed to the lowpass filter, block 1,

which removes the high frequency
interference components from the signal

which could be generated by nearby
electrical appliances.

Block 2 contains an amplifier with a

gain of between 50 and 500. Once the

signal has been amplified it is fed to a

bandpass filter with a centre frequency
of 1900 Hz. This means that signals

with a frequency of 1 900 Hz are passed

unaffected, whilst frequencies above
and below this figure are attenuated.

The filter output signal is then rectified

by the circuit in block 4. The waveform
of the whistled note is basically a

sinewave, i.e. it contains positive and
negative half cycles. During the negative

cycles when the diode is conducting, the

capacitor, C6, rapidly discharges (under
quiescent conditions the capacitor is

held charged via R9).

The output of the rectifier is fed to a

comparator, which, as its name suggests,

compares the capacitor voltage with a

preset reference voltage, Ur.
As soon as the capacitor voltage falls

below the reference voltage, the output
of the comparator swings low. This
causes the LED to light up, thereby
indicating that the amplitude of the

whistled note is sufficiently large and
of the correct tone to be processed by
the puffometer. As long as the compara-
tor output is low, the capacitor in

block 6 remains discharged; the start

button is pressed, the output voltage of

the integrator starts to rise. This voltage

is then displayed on a meter.
When the input signal to the micro-

phone stops, the capacitor in block 4
once more charges up, taking the output
of the comparator high, extinguishing

the LED and causing the capacitor in

block 6 to also charge up. The time
taken for this capacitor to charge fully

is determined by the value of the

capacitor itself and of the series resistor;

block 6 is therefore basically a delay

network. When the capacitor voltage

reaches a certain value, the output
voltage of the integrator ceases to rise

and is held at whatever level it has
reached at that moment. This means
that the meter reading will be held

until it is reset.

When a second person wishes to test

his ‘puff power’, the pushbutton is

depressed, resetting the meter.

Circuit diagram

The complete circuit diagram of the

puffometer is shown in figure 2. The
microphone signal is fed via the DC
decoupling capacitor. Cl , to the lowpass
filter formed by R2 and C2. Signals

with a rise time shorter than 470 ns, i.e.

frequencies greater than 340 kHz, are

suppressed.

A1 is the amplifier of block 2. The gain

(A) of the amplifiers equals

which means that PI can be used to

vary the sensitivity of the puffometer.

The output voltage of the amplifier is

divided across R5 and R6, and fed via

C5 to the bandpass filter circuit round
A2. The negative feedback loop (i.e. a

Spirometers, which are

instruments designed to measure

a person's lung capacity, are both

fairly complicated and expensive

devices, and would be difficult to

construct at home. The
'puffometer' described in this

article, whilst making no claims

to providing accurate volume

measurements, nonetheless

represents a relatively simple

(and amusing) means of

comparing how much air different

people can expel in a single

breath by measuring how long

they can hold a whistled note.

Figure 1. The block diagram of the puffo-

meter. The numbering of the blocks is

repeated in the circuit diagram of figure 2.

Figure 2. The complete circuit diagram of
the puffometer. The input signal is picked
up via a crystal microphone and a multimeter
is used for the read-out.

Figure 3. The power supply for the puffo-

meter. The power supply circuit is also used
to derive the 5 V reference voltage. With
the exception of the transformer, bridge

rectifier and smooting capacitor, the power
supply is mounted on the p.c.b.
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Figure 4. Track pattern and component
layout of the px.b. for the puffometer
(EPS 9661).

Figure 5. The interior of a finished model
of the puffometer. Care should be taken to

ensure that the 240 V connections are safely

insulated.

Figure 6. An inexpensive alternative to a

multimeter can be formed by using a 100 pA-
meter and a current-limiting resistor. Full-

scale deflection should be obtained at an
output voltage of roughly 7 V. If a 1 mA
instrument is used, the value of the current

limiting resistor should be 6k8.

Figure 7. A modern and attractive case for

the puffometer can be constructed using

perspex and a little skill.

portion of the output signal is fed in

antiphase back to the input) via C4 and
R7 ensures that, just as the gain of A1
could be varied by altering the value of
the feedback components, so the gain

of A2 varies with the frequency of the
input signal. The values of the various

components were chosen so that at

approx. 1900 Hz A2 would have maxi-
mum gain.

The output of the filter is fed to the
peak rectifier circuit of block 4. Under
quiescent conditions C6 is kept charged
via R9. When the microphone picks up
an input signal, C6 will be discharged

via D1 whenever the output of the

1900 Hz filter goes low (i.e. negative).

Since R8 is much smaller than R9, the

capacitor discharges much more rapidly

than it charges, so the voltage on C6 is

lower than that of the reference voltage.

The comparator, A3, has no feedback,
which means that it has a very high gain.

The difference between the reference
voltage on the inverting input and the
voltage across C6, on the non-inverting

input, is amplified to such an extent
that it is either ‘high’ or ‘low’. When it

is low current flows through R10 and
the LED, D2, which causes it to light

up.

If the voltage across C6 exceeds the
reference voltage of the comparator,
however, the output of the comparator
will swing up to plus supply. The result

is that there is no longer a voltage drop
across R10 and D2, hence the LED
goes out. This indicates that either the
whistler has stopped whistling or is

whistling at the wrong frequency.

The circuit round N1
,
N2 and the

pushbutton SI forms a flip-flop. The
voltage level at pin 4 is determined by
the voltage levels at pins 1 and 6. Under
quiescent conditions, the output of A3
is high, so that capacitor C7 is charged
up via R 1 1 . Pin 1 of N2 is therefore

high, whilst pin 6 of N1 is low (SI is

normally open), with the result that the
output of N 1 (pin 4) is also high.

As soon as the microphone picks up
an input signal, the voltage on C7 falls;

if the start button is then pressed,

pin 6 of N 1 is taken high, with the

result that the output of N1 goes low, as

does pin 2 of N2. This means that, as

long as an input signal is present and C7
is discharged, the output of N2 is held

high, so that even after the pushbutton
has been released, the output of N1
remains low.

N3 monitors the output states of the

flip-flop and of the comparator, A3.
Initially these are both high, so that
the output of N3 is low, with the
result that the output of inverter, N4,
is high. Although a current flows

through P2, D4 is reverse biased and
ensures that no current flows to A4.
When an input signal is present, the

outputs of A3 and of the flip-flop are

low, so that the output of N3 is high,

and that of N4 is low.

With no input signal the voltage at both
inputs of A4 is virtually the same
(Ur). The input bias current setting of

the op-amp is such that a small current

flows from the inverting input via R15,
P3 and R16 to earth. This current is

just sufficient to keep C8 charged.

When the output of N4 goes low, i.e.

falls below Ur, current attempts to
flow from the inverting input of A4
through R14, D4 etc. Due to the high
input resistance of the op-amp, how-
ever, this current can only be supplied

round the negative feedback loop. The
output voltage of the op-amp therefore
swings positive to hold the voltage at

both inputs the same. C8 first discharges

then charges up with reverse polarity.

The time taken for the output of the

op-amp to swing high is determjned by
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parts list to figures 2 and 3

Resistors:

R1,R4,R9 = 47 k

R2,R3,R8,R17,R18 = 1 k
R5 = 4k7
R6 = 2k2

R7= 100 k

R10 = 390n
R11 = 1 M (100 k)*

R12,R13= 10k
R14.R15 = 10 M
R16 = 22 k

PI = 1 M preset potentiometer

P2 = 50 k preset potentiometer

P3 = 2k5 preset potentiometer

Capacitors:

C1,C10,C11 = 100 n

C2 = 470 p
C3- 1 m5/10 V
C4.C5 = 10 n

C6.C9 - 10 p/10 V
C7 = 470 n (10 n)*

C8 1 m polycarbonate or

polyester

Semiconductors:

A 1 . . . A4 = IC1 = 324
N1 . . . N4 = IC2 - 4001

IC3 = 78L10
D1.D3 . . . D5= 1N4148
D2= LED

Miscellaneous:

transformer 12 V, 500 mA secondary

bridge rectifier 40 V/400 mA or

4 x 1 N4001
electrolytic capacitor 220 m/25 V
SI = pushbutton, push-to-make

FI = fuse 100 mA
double-pole on/off switch

microphone
if used: lOOpA-meter
68 k* resistor

* see text

the time constant C8/R14. The rise in

the output voltage of A4 can be

measured on a multimeter. As soon as

the input signal ceases, the output of

N4 is once more taken high, D4 is

reverse biased, and thanks to the small

bias current from the inverting input

of A4, the voltage on C8 is held at that

instantaneous value (provided P3 is set

correctly). The meter reading can then

be checked at leisure. Pressing the start

button has the effect of returning the

inverting input of A4 to Ur, so that the

output falls back to zero, thereby

restoring the original polarity of C8.

The reference voltage Ur is derived

from the supply, the circuit diagram of

which is shown in figure 3. As can be

seen, a 10 V IC regulator is used. R17
and R18 divide down the regulated

10 V supply to derive a 5 V reference

voltage.

Construction

The track pattern and component
layout of the p.c.b. for the puffometer
are shown in figure 4. The component
numbering in this figure corresponds to

the numbering in figures 2 and 3. The
transformer, four rectifier diodes (or a

7

single bridge rectifier) and the 220
electrolytic are not mounted on the

board. The photograph shown in

figure S indicates how these can be

mounted safely and compactly beside

the p.c.b.

The ICs are best mounted using sockets;

this reduces the risk of overheating the

IC pins during soldering.

The centre frequency of the bandpass

filter, and hence the desired pitch of

the required whistled note, can be

varied by altering the values of C4
and C5. A smaller value will increase

the centre frequency whilst a larger

value will decrease it.

There is a certain delay between the

moment a person stops whistling and
the needle on the meter settling

at a final reading. This delay is deter-

mined by the time taken for C7 to

charge up. It is therefore possible to

increase the duration of this interval

by increasing the value of C7. It is even

possible for the skilled owner of the

puffometer to cheat a little by selecting

a value for C7 which allows him to take

in a quick breath in the middle of his

attempt!

If the above mentioned cheat function

isn’t desired the unit’s operation can be

changed by substituting a 1 0 n capacitor

for R 1 1 and by replacing C7 with a

100 k resistor. If this change is incor-

porated then the function of SI is

changed. By pressing SI once the meter
is reset to zero. Once the whistling

starts and the LED lights the meter

should start to climb, but once the

whistling stops, however briefly, the

meter reading is frozen, thus thwarting

any cheaters.

Any normal type of microphone, such

as those used with cheap cassette

recorders will prove suitable.

A multimeter set to the 10 Volt DC
range can be used as the readout

indicator for the puffometer. Or, if

available, the LED voltmeter described

in Elektor 12, April 1976 could also be

used, or a panel meter with suitable

range resistors like that shown in

figure 6 will also work nicely.

Calibration

Calibrating the puffometer is a relatively

simple matter, since there are only three

potentiometers which require adjust-

ment.
To start, PI and P2 should be turned

fully anticlockwise. LED, D2, should

now be lit. Now, whistle very softly

into the microphone, the meter should

rise fairly fast, when a reading of about

5 Volts is reached, stop whistling. The
meter reading should be stable, i.e. not

falling or rising. If the reading is not

stable adjust P3 one way or the other

so that the reading is frozen, not

drifting. Now, PI and P2 can be

adjusted. PI adjusts how sensitive the

microphone is, and P2 controls the rate

or speed the meter climbs to full scale.

P2 should therefore be adjusted such

that the needle is deflected slowly

enough that the most long winded

person just runs out of breath before

the meter reaches maximum reading.

PI is adjusted so the unit isn’t too

sensitive, otherwise it might respond

to background noise.

Operation

If the unit is wired as shown in the

circuit of figure 2 then SI functions as

follows. SI should be pressed and held

until the whistling starts and the LED
lights, then it should be released.

If the unit is modified (Rll and C7
changed) then SI should be pressed to

reset the unit and then released. Once
the whistling starts and the LED lights,

the meter will start automatically. H
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The accompanying illustrations give

some idea of the variety of different

patterns that can be generated by the

‘spirator’ (spirographics generator). As
can be seen, they are similar to the

patterns which can be produced by
hand using the popular ‘Spirograph™’
outfit, and also to the type of figures

often produced by computer graphics.

The patterns are derived from certain

basic geometrical functions, and are

known as ‘Lissajous’ figures. They are

to be found in nature, for example in

the path described by an object fixed to

the end of a rope which is oscillating.

In geometrical terms a Lissajous figure is

obtained when a point describes a

sinewave on both the X- and Y-axes.

The circuit of the spirator produces two
sinewave voltages, the frequency of

each being independently variable. Both
sinewaves are damped, i.e. after the

waveform has been started, the function

will decay exponentially to zero.

Block diagram

The function of the spirator can be

explained simply be referring to the

block diagram of figure 1

.

The circuit is built round two damped-
sinewave oscillators, one of which is

responsible for the vertical deflection

(Y-signal) of the spot on the screen, the

other for the horizontal deflection

(X-signal). Both the frequency and the

degree of damping of the two oscillators

are independently variable by means of

potentiometers. It is also possible to

modulate either oscillator frequency by
an external signal, so that the patterns

are continuously changing.

Since the oscillators are not free-running

but have to be started, there is an

astable multivibrator which ensures that

both oscillators are triggered simul-

taneously. The trigger frequency is

60 Hz. Whilst the oscillators are being

An oscilloscope can be used not

only as a test instrument; with the

aid of the following circuit it can

be made to generate a multitude

of fascinating and attractive

geometrical patterns.

M. Zirpel

started the spot on the screen is blanked
by means of the brightness signal Z,

thereby suppressing unwanted lines

produced by the normal scan of the

scope.

Circuit diagram

The complete circuit diagram of the

spirator is shown in figure 2.

The astable multivibrator which pro-

vides the trigger pulses for the two
damped-sinewave oscillators is formed
by the simple circuit round opamp IC 1

.

As was already mentioned, the fre-

quency of the multivibrator signal is

60 Hz, sufficiently high to ensure a

flicker-free picture on the scope screen.

The period for which the output of IC1
is high is much longer than the period
for which it is low. During the latter

portion of the signal the trace is blanked
via the brightness input. The next
positive-going edge at the output of

IC1 triggers the sinewave oscillators.

The two oscillators are identical and
consist of three 741 opamps. IC2, IC3
and IC4 comprise the oscillator for the

horizontal (X-)signal, whilst IC5, IC6
and IC7 form the vertical (Y-)signal

oscillator. To see how they work let us

take the example of the X-oscillator.

Opamps IC2 and IC3 are both connec-

ted as integrator and thus, at a certain

frequency, produce a phase-shift of

180 in sinewave signals. A further

phase-shift of 180° is introduced by

IC4, which functions as an inverter.

The three opamps together therefore

have the total phase-shift of 360°

required for oscillation. The total gain

of the 3 cascaded opamps can be varied

by means of PI and is always less than

unity. Thus, once started, the oscillator

generates a damped sinewave. The
degree of damping can be varied by
means of PI (P3 in the case of the

Y-signal), and the frequency of the
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Figure 3. These photographs give some idea

of the type of patterns which can be obtained

from the spirator.

oscillator can be adjusted by means
of P2.

In order to obtain a stable picture on
the screen, both oscillators must, of
course, be triggered simultaneously.

This is ensured by means of electronic

switches SI . . . S4. At each positive-

going edge of the output signal of

IC1 they cause the capacitors C2 . . . C5
in the feedback loops of the opamps to

be discharged. This sets the initial

conditions of each opamp, i.e. that the

output always starts from the same
voltage. Thus each successive pattern

written on the screen appears at exactly

the same point thereby producing a

completely stable image. Without this

precaution, integrator drift would cause

the same pattern to appear at slightly

different positions on the screen — a

highly undesirable effect.

The circuit also offers the particularly

oscillographics

aesthetic possibility of displaying moving
patterns by varying the frequency
and/or damping of one or both oscil-

lators. To this end the circuit provides

extra control inputs (Mi and M 2 ) for

low frequency modulation signals

(from, e.g. a sinewave generator).

Naturally enough, various types of
signal (squarewave, triangle etc.) of
varying amplitude and frequency can be
used. The type of waveform will deter-

mine the design of the resulting pattern,

the frequency will determine the speed
at which it changes, whilst the ampli-

tude affects the extent to which the
pattern varies. The only constraint upon
the modulation signal is that it should
not contain a DC component (i.e. it

should be symmetrical and AC coupled),

otherwise there is the possibility that

part of the pattern will be off the

screen. The maximum amplitude of the

modulation signal is IS Vnp. If desired

the value of R14 and R21 can be
altered to suit input levels greater than
this.

Depending upon the type of oscillo-

scope used, it may be necessary to

invert the Z-signal, in which case the

signal can be taken from the collector

of Tl.
If the picture is not completely flicker-

free, then the value of Cl should be
reduced accordingly. M

one chip does not make a piano

one chip

does not
make
a piano

The General Instruments ‘piano-IC’ (the

AY-1-1320) took some taming . .

.

Initially, several manufacturers of elec-

tronic musical instruments were
interested in this chip. In particular, the

ingenious keying system is noteworthy:

the loudness of a note depends on the

force with which the key is struck, as in

a ‘real’ piano.

It was a great disappointment to discover

that the designers were apparently

satisfied with a signal-to-noise ratio that

is more suited to digital circuits than to

music. To give an idea, the permissible

S/N ratios for a few technologies are as

follows:

CMOS: 10 dB (30% logic level tol-

erance)

TTL : 1 0 dB ( 1 0% logic level tol-

erance)

stereo: 26 dB (5% crosstalk be-

tween channels)

‘DIN HiFi’: 50 dB (0.3%, S/N ratio)

For electronic organs and the like, the

unwanted signals (i.e. the output from
all keys except the ones actually de-

pressed) should be at least 50 dB down.
To our great surprise, a prototype piano

built according to the GI application

note proved to have a S/N ratio closer

to 10 dB! On contacting several elec-

tronic organ manufacturers, we dis-

covered that they had encountered the

same problem and - as far as our
information goes at present - they have

now all given it up as a bad job.

However, our designers suffer from a

stubborn streak. It took some doing,

but they finally came up with a satisfac-

tory circuit. Feedthrough of unwanted
signals is reduced to the point where it

is no longer audible (S/N better than

50 dB) by means of an additional elec-

tronic switch for each key. This does
increase the price by about £3 for each
octave, which is a pity. Perhaps GI
could consider designing an improved
version of the original chip, or possibly

a second add-on chip for the gating?

Anyway, we’ve finally found a circuit

that works - and that’s quite a relief. H
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master
tone

generator

Keyboard instruments use the equally

tempered scale, in which each octave is

divided into twelve semitones. Any two
adjacent semitones differ in frequency

by a ratio ^2:1, or 1.0594631. Notes

12 semitones or one octave apart obvi-

ously differ in frequency by a factor

$2 )
n

,
i.e. 2. Since it is not really prac-

tical to use a separate oscillator for each

note of a keyboard instrument, it has

been common practice for a number of

years to use separate oscillators to

generate the twelve notes of the top

octave, and then by the process of fre-

quency division, by powers of two, the

lower octaves can be derived.

More recently it has become possible to

replace the twelve top octave oscillators

by a single master oscillator which

generates the twelve top notes from a

single (crystal-controlled) clock. The
advantages of this approach are obvious.

Firstly, since the top octave notes are

locked to the clock generator and the

lower octaves are locked to the top

octave, a single adjustment serves to

tune the whole instrument. This greatly

simplifies the setting up procedure and

allows the instrument to be tuned easily

to other instruments. Secondly, the use

of a crystal clock allows excellent

stability of tuning.

The master oscillator is necessarily more
complex than the octave dividers which
follow it. It is not possible to generate,

say, top C and then divide by 1 .0594631

to obtain B, since digital frequency

dividers can divide only by integral

numbers. The solution is to derive both

C and B (and all the other notes) by
dividing down from a much higher

clock frequency. For example, dividing

1 MHz by 239 gives 4184.1 Hz or c
s

,

whilst dividing by 253 gives 3952.6 Hz
or b

s
, and so on. The frequency ratio

between these two notes is 1.05858,
which is a reasonable approximation to

a semitone. A more accurate approxi-

mation could, of course, be obtained by
using longer divisors, but this would, of

course, entail raising the clock frequency

and using longer divider chains.

For a more detailed discussion of these

points readers are referred to the article

‘Digital Master Oscillator’ in Elektor 9

and 10, January and February 1976.

It is possible to design a master oscillator

Although primarily intended for

use in the Elektor piano described

elsewhere in this issue, the design

of this master tone generator is

sufficiently universal to permit its

use in a wide variety of electronic

keyboard instruments.

using standard logic circuits, but fortu-

nately ready-made master oscillators

exist in the form of the General Instru-

ments AY-1-0212 IC and the equivalent

Motorola M 087 IC. These ICs operate

on the principles described above.

The complete circuit of the master tone

generator is given in figure 1. A 1 MHz
crystal oscillator based on inverters N1

3

and N14 provides the master clock fre-

quency. The output of N14 is squared

up by a Schmitt trigger built around

N15 and N16, the output of which

drives the clock input of the master

oscillator, IC 13. The clock frequency is

divided down by the ratios shown to

give the twelve notes of the top octave,

the twelve outputs being buffered by
inverters N1 to N12.
The twelve buffered outputs are fed to

the top octave output connections of

the master tone generator, and also to

twelve, seven-stage CMOS binary

counters which provide the outputs for

seven lower octaves, giving the

master tone generator a compass of

eteht octaves, from C2 = 17.3 Hz to

c*^ = 4148.1 Hz, which should be
adequate for even the most ambitious

instrument. No vibrator is provided on
the master oscillator since the output of

the master tone generator may be used

for both the manuals and pedals of an

organ. If vibrato is added to the low

pedal notes of an organ the effect is

most unpleasant. A much better idea is

to add vibrato and/or tremolo to the

manual outputs using a Leslie speaker or

an electronic vibrato system such as the

‘Phasing and Vibrato’ unit featured in

Elektor 20, December 1976.

Construction

Although the design of the master tone

generator may be unremarkable, the

construction is worthy of note, since

the entire circuit is mounted on a single

p.c. board only 12.5 cm x 16 cm. This

small size is achieved by the use of a

double-sided p.c.b., the layout of which

is shown in figure 2. To keep costs

down plated-through holes are not

employed, and all through connections

are made using wire links. The pads

where such a through connection is

to be made are identified on the com-



Figure 1. Complete circuit of the master tone

Figure 2. The complete tone generator cir-

cuit is mounted on a single p.c. board only
16 x 12.5 cm (EPS 9915).

Resistors:

R1,R2 = 2k2
R3 = 1 k

R4 = 22 k

R5 = 1 M

Capacitors:

Cl = 27 p
C2 = trimmer 45 p
C3.C4 = 47 n

C5 = 47 p

Semiconductors:

IC1 .. . IC12 = CD 4024
IC1 3 = AY-1 -021 2 or M 087
IC14 . . . IC16 = CD 4049

Miscellaneous:

1 MHz crystal « 30 pF

ponent layout by the symbol 0. The
other components are soldered on the

reverse side of the board only, i.e.

no solder joints are made on the com-
ponent side of the board except to the

wire links.

An interesting feature of the board is

that the 12 outputs for each octave
are brought out in the correct order so

that they can be connected direct to

the piano using 12-way ribbon cable.

Since the ICs used in the master tone
generator are MOS or CMOS devices

special handling precautions should be
observed when constructing the unit.

Tuning

The only tuning adjustment is to vary

trimmer C2 until the oscillator fre-

quency is exactly 1 MHz, when the tone
generator will be tuned to international

concert pitch (a
1 = 440 Hz). This can be

done by connecting a frequency counter
to the output of N16. Alternatively, if a
frequency counter is not available then
a

1
can be adjusted to 440 Hz using a

tuning fork. This exact tuning procedure
is not absolutely necessary for normal
domestic use. Since the outputs of the
tone generator are locked to the clock
oscillator the relative tuning is always
correct, i.e. the tone generator is in tune
with itself, even though the overall

absolute tuning may be slightly sharp or
flat. M





The principal difficulty in simulating the

unique sound of a piano is caused by
the touch sensitivity of the keys. When
a key of an organ is depressed the loud-

ness of the note produced is fixed,

irrespective of how hard the key is

struck, and the note continues with the

same volume until the key is released,

whereupon the note dies away more or
less rapidly.

The key action of a piano, on the other
hand, is much more complex. The
strings of a piano are struck by felt-

covered wooden hammers actuated by
the keys. The number of strings associ-

ated with each note varies over the

compass of the keyboard. For example,
at the bass end each hammer strikes

only a single string, whilst there may be
as many as three strings per hammer in

the middle and treble registers. The
strings for each note are equipped with
a felt damper, which is raised when a

key is pressed and falls back when the
key is released. The loudness of a note
played on a piano is determined by the

final velocity of the hammer as it strikes

the strings, which is determined by how
hard the key is struck. This also affects

the harmonic content of the note, but

this is difficult to simulate electronically

and only touch sensitive loudness is

normally provided on electronic pianos.

When a key is struck on a piano the

sequence of events is as follows: the

damper is lifted from the strings and the

hammer strikes the strings with a vel-

ocity dependent on how hard the key
was struck, then falls back. The note

sounds with a rapid, percussive attack

and then decays gradually over a period

of several seconds, unless the key is

released, in which case the damper falls

back and the note is terminated rapidly.

A piano is also equipped with two
pedals. The sustain pedal holds the

dampers off all the strings, even when
the key is released, and thus prevents

rapid termination of a note with key
release. The soft pedal reduces the loud-

ness of the notes, either by shifting the

whole keyboard sideways in the case of
a grand piano, so that the hammers
strike less strings, or by reducing the
hammer travel in the case of an upright

piano. The envelope which the output
of a piano follows is shown in figure 1

.

The amplitude dynamics of a piano can
be simulated electronically, though the

Although electronic organs have

existed for many years, it is only

with the advent of semi-

conductors, and in particular,

integrated circuits, that an

electronic simulation of a piano

has become possible. Over the past

few years electronic pianos have

rapidly grown in popularity,

thanks largely to their compact

size and relatively low cost

compared to a conventional

instrument. The Elektor piano

offers all the facilities of a

conventional piano, i.e. touch

sensitive keying and pedals, plus

a choice of three different voices,

normal piano, honky-tonk piano

and harpsichord. A modular

design allows the constructor to

build a piano with as many
octaves as required.

circuits to achieve this are considerably

more complicated than the equivalent

keying circuits of an electronic organ.

However, the dynamic harmonic struc-

ture of the piano sound is a different

proposition. As mentioned earlier the

initial harmonic content of a note
depends on the hammer velocity, and
the harmonic content also changes as

the note decays. In addition, due to the
multiple stringing, a note may be pro- 1

duced by up to three different strings,
]

which do not vibrate exactly in unison I

and so give rise to a complex pattern of

beat notes.

Sympathetic resonances may also occur I

between the strings for different notes,

especially if the dampers are lifted by
using the sustain pedal, and resonances I

of the frame and case of the piano also

contribute to the tonal quality. It is

therefore obviously not a feasible pro- I

position to attempt a complete simu-
lation of the harmonic character of a

piano, as this would be not only very
difficult but also rather expensive.

Fortunately, it is possible to obtain a I

fairly good approximation to a piano
sound by using relatively simple tone- I

forming circuits, and although the elec- I

tronic piano is unlikely to replace the
conventional instrument in the (classi- I

cal) concert hall, it nonetheless has a

number of advantages in other situ-
|

ations.

As mentioned earlier its cost is con-
j

siderably less than that of a conven-
tional piano, between a quarter and half

the price of an upright type. The com-
pact size and portability of an electronic

piano will appeal to itinerant musicians
and to those with limited dwelling
space, and finally, by using headphones
it is possible to practice on an electronic

piano without disturbing one’s family or
neighbours.

Block diagram

A block diagram of the Elektor piano is

shown in figure 2. As can be seen from
this diagram the compass of the instru-

ment is 5 octaves, as opposed to 714

octaves for a conventional upright piano
or 614 octaves for some compact,
modem, upright instruments. The fre-

quency range of the Elektor piano is
j

from C#= 69 Hz to c
4 = 2092 Hz, i.e.

the middle 5 octaves of a conventional

piano. This somewhat restricted compass
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does not greatly detract from the versa-

tility of the piano, since the top and

bottom octaves of a piano are used only

infrequently, and it was felt that 5 oc-

taves represented a reasonable compro-

mise between performance, size and

cost. Furthermore, 5 octave keyboards

are readily obtainable, whereas 6- or

7 octave keyboards are not. However,

since the construction of the piano is

modular it is a relatively simple matter

to tailor the compass as required.

The basic signals used in the Elektor

piano are squarewaves. These are ob-

tained at the correct frequencies from a

digital master oscillator, which generates

AY-1-1320
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4

5

the 12 notes of the top octave, and
12 multi-stage frequency dividers, each
of which divides one output of the
master oscillator by 2, 4, 8, 16 etc. to
obtain the lower octaves. This master
tone generator system is equally suit-

able, not only for the Elektor piano, but
also for an organ or other keyboard
instrument, and has therefore been
made the subject of another (separate)

article in this issue, see ‘Master tone
generator’.

Each output of the master tone gener-
ator is fed to a touch-sensitive keying
circuit, one for each note of the piano.

Each of these consists of a chopper
circuit and an envelope shaper whose
output follows the attack-decay-release

contour of a piano. The envelope shaper
output is fed to the chopper circuit

which is driven by the appropriate out-

put of the master tone generator. The
resulting output of the chopper circuit

is thus a squarewave whose amplitude
follows the output of the envelope
shaper.

The touch-sensitive envelope shapers are

based on the General Instruments
AY-1-1320 IC. Each of these ICs will

provide touch-dependent keying for 12
notes, so one keying-circuit board con-
taining an AY- 1-1 320 is required for

each octave of the piano.

The outputs of the keying circuits for

each octave are summed and fed to

filters and voicing circuits which tailor

the harmonics of the output waveform
to provide piano, honky-tonk or harp-
sichord sound. Finally, the filter out-
puts are fed to a buffer preamplifier
which allows the piano to be interfaced
to a suitable power amplifier.

Envelope shapers

Figure 3 shows the circuit of one
envelope shaper. The section of the
circuit enclosed by the bold line is con-
tained within the AY-1 -1320 IC and
each IC contains 1 2 such circuits, so it is

easy to see why these ICs have revol-

utionised electronic piano design.

Each piano key is equipped with a set of
break-before-make changeover contacts,

and the circuit senses key velocity by
measuring the time taken for the
moving contact to change over from its

rest position (normally closed) to con-
nect with the normally open contact.

The initial output voltage of the envel-

ope shaper (before it begins to decay), is

inversely related to the key travel time
and is therefore directly related to key
velocity.

Operation of the envelope shaper is as

follows: firstly, it should be noted that
the AY-1 -13 20 is a MOS IC and oper-
ates from a negative supply voltage. The
position of the key contact is sensed by
two comparators, kl and k2. When it

is in the rest position the moving con-
tact is connected to U2, the negative
supply voltage. This voltage is below the I

thresholds of both comparators, so the
output of kl is low (negative), whilst
the output of k2, which is an inverting

comparator, is high (zero volts). Ta and
Td are turned on, whilst Tb is turned
off. Assuming that Te is turned on via

the sustain input, the result is that the
output capacitor, Cb, is held in a dis-

charged state via Rg , Td and Te (output
voltage U is zero) whilst timing capaci-
tor Ca is charged to U2 via Ta .

When the key contact begins to move
the moving contact breaks its connec-
tion with U2 and the input voltage to
the comparators now rises to Ub, which
is set by Ra ,

Rc and Rd. This voltage is

above the threshold of kl but below the
threshold of k2, so the output of kl
goes high whilst that of k2 remains so.

Td turns off and Ta also turns off, with
the result that Ca is no longer supplied
via Ta and begins to discharge rapidly '

via Re to Ua ,
the voltage set at the

junction of Rc and Rd.
When the moving contact closes, the
comparator inputs are connected to
zero volts and the output of k2 goes
low, turning on Tb- The voltage on Ca
is thus applied via Tb to the gate of
source-follower Tc . This voltage, slightly

attenuated due to the less than unity
gain of the source-follower, appears at
the source of Tc and causes Cb to
charge rapidly.

The voltage remaining on Ca by the
time the key contact closes, and hence
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(see table 1 ).

This relatively slow decay continues

until the key is released, when the out-

put of comparator kl goes low and Td
turns on. Cb now discharges fairly

rapidly through Rg , Td, and Te, which
simulates the action of the dampers in a

conventional piano. However, if the

sustain line is connected to zero volts,

then Te is turned off and Cb continues

to discharge only through Rh. This

simulates the lifting of the dampers by
the sustain pedal of a normal piano.

The entire output waveform of the

envelope shaper is shown in figure 5, on

a longer time scale than figure 4.

Chopper circuit

The output of each envelope shaper is

fed to a chopper circuit, figure 6, which

consists of an emitter-follower to act as

a buffer and an electronic switch con-

sisting of one quarter of a 4066 CMOS
analogue switch 1C. The control input

of the switch is driven by the appropri-

ate output of the master tone generator

so that the switch ‘closes’ and ‘opens’ at

the frequency of this signal. When the

switch is closed it has a resistance of

about 80 ohms and the envelope volt-

age is allowed through to the output.

When the switch is open it has a resist-

ance of several megohms and the envel-

ope voltage is blocked. The output from

the switch is thus a squarewave having

the same frequency as the control volt-

the voltage transferred to Cb, is logar-

ithmically related to the key velocity.

The higher the key velocity the faster

the key contact will change over and the

less Ca will have discharged, so the

greater will be the voltage transferred

to Cb-
This is illustrated in figure 4, which

shows Ca discharging over about 60 ms
when the key is operated, and the out-

put voltage U rising as Cb charges when
the key contact closes.

After the initial pulse, Cb receives no

further charge from Tc ,
since the volt-

age Uc decays very rapidly and Tc turns

off. Cb now begins to discharge through

resistor Rh over a period of several

hundred milliseconds. The value of Rh
is varied over the compass of the key-

board, being smallest at the top end of

the keyboards so that the high notes

decay more rapidly than the bass notes

Figure 4. Showing the relationship between

keV contact changeover and closing and the

voltages on Ca and Cb-

Figure 7. Chopper circuit suggested by

General Instrument. Although simple and

cheap, this circuit has inadequate isolation

in the 'off' state.

Table 1. This table gives the values of the dis-

charge resistors R1 to R12 for each octave of

the piano. In any one octave R1 to R6 have

the same value and R7 to R12 have the same

highest R1 . . . F

(Hz) note (Hz) (ft)

1109 c
4

2092 150 k

554 c
3 1046 220 k

277 c
2 523 330 k

139 c
1

262 470 k

69 c 131 680 k
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age and an envelope the same as that of
the envelope shaper output.

This chopper circuit may seem com-
plicated compared with the simple cir-

cuit suggested in the General Instruments

application notes, which is shown in

figure 7. However, this circuit was
tested in the Elektor laboratory and was
found to have insufficient isolation in

the ‘off’ state, so that signal break-

through occurred from all notes even

with no key depressed, giving rise to an
unpleasant background buzzing known
as ‘beehiving’.

This poorly designed chopper circuit has
caused many piano and organ manufac-
turers to regard the AY-1 -1320 with
suspicion, which is a pity, since the

envelope shaper 1C performs its function

admirably. Breakthrough in the Elektor

circuit, however, is minimal, and signal

suppression is further enhanced by
muting circuits in the filters, which
suppress any signals or noise which are

below a preset level. The complete envel-

ope shaper circuit for one octave of the
piano is given in figure 8. The outputs
of the individual envelope shapers are
summed by R25 to R36 and PI adjusts

the overall level for each octave.

Filter circuits

Filtering in the Elektor piano is carried

out in three stages. In a conventional
piano the harmonic content of the notes
varies over the compass of the instru-

ment, low notes having a greater har-

monic content than high notes. In the
Elektor piano preliminary filtering is

carried out by means of five lowpass
filters, one for each octave, as shown in

the block diagram of figure 9. The
filters for the higher octaves have lower
turnover frequencies than the filters for

the lower octaves, with the result that
the harmonic content of the higher
octaves is greatly reduced compared to
the lower octaves.

The five filter outputs are then fed to
diode muting circuits, which suppress

any residual signal breakthough or noise
and pass only ‘genuine’ signals from the
keying circuits. The muting circuits are

followed by four bandpass filters with
different centre frequencies. By feeding

each octave in different proportions to
two or more of these filters the har-

monic structure of every octave can be
tailored fairly accurately. For example,
the low notes are to have a high har-

monic content. This is achieved by
feeding a large proportion of the low
octave output into the bandpass filter

with the highest centre frequency, and
relatively smaller proportions into the
filters with lower centre frequencies, the
result being that the higher harmonics
are boosted relative to the fundamental
and lower harmonics.

The four bandpass filter outputs are

then fed to voicing filters, which pro-
vide a choice of piano, honky-tonk or

harpsichord sound. Finally, the outputs I

of the voicing filters are mixed and fed I

to a preamplifier incorporating tone and I

volume controls, the output of which I

can be fed direct to a power amplifier. I

A soft pedal or expression pedal may I

also be incorporated into this stage, as I

will be described later.

Complete filter circuit

The complete circuit of the filters is I

given in figure 1 0, all the filters and
tone controls being based on Texas I

TL 074 quad FET opamps.
The five lowpass filters which perform
the preliminary filtering are constructed
around A1 to A5. The muting circuits

;

at the output of these filters consist of
D1 to D5 and their associated resistors.

The outputs of A1 to A5, connected to
the anodes of these diodes, are at zero
volts with no input signal, whilst the
cathodes of the diodes are biased to
about —0.16 V. This means that the
output signals from A1 to A5 must
exceed approximately 0.4 V before D1
to D5 will become forward-biased and
will allow signals to pass. Any break-
through or noise signals below this level

will be blocked since they will be
insufficient to exceed the knee voltage
of these diodes.

The four bandpass filters each consist of
an opamp with a twin-T selective net-
work in its feedback loop. Each of the i

five octave outputs is split and fed in



different proportions to two or more of

these filters to obtain the correct har-

monic content. The outputs of the four

bandpass filters are then fed through

passive voicing filters to a summing

amplifier A6, and hence to a Baxandall-

type tone control stage based on A7.

The output of the tone control is finally

fed to an amplifier with presettable

gain, A8, at the output of which is the

volume control, P8.

Several possibilities exist for this con-

trol. It may simply be a panel-mounted

control operated by a knob or it may be

incorporated into an expression pedal.

This latter arrangement is felt to offer

greater versatility than a soft pedal,

which merely gives a fixed degree of

attenuation by means of a foot operated

switch. However, a soft pedal may be

incorporated if desired by connecting a

preset in series with P8, which can be

switched in and out by a footswitch.

P8 can then be retained as a panel-

mounted master volume control. Pedal

switches for sustain and soft pedals are

available in ready-made housings from

organ and piano component suppliers.

A p.c. board layout for the filter circuits

is given in figure 1 1

.

Power supply

The master oscillator used in the master

tone generator requires supply voltages

of -13 and -26.5 V, whilst the envel- I

ope shapers require a single, —26.5 V I

supply. The opamps require both a

positive and negative supply, so they are

operated from the — 1 3 V rail and a

+ 14.5 V rail. The —13 V rail is also used

for the chopper circuits. A power
supply circuit to provide these three

voltages is given in figure 12. No strin-

gent demands are placed on the stability

of these supplies, so simple zener/tran-

sistor regulators are adequate. However,

extensive decoupling is provided on the

supply lines to obviate the possibility of

interference breakthrough. The power

supply p.c.b. is shown in figure 13.

Construction

The keying circuit for one octave is

accommodated on the printed circuit

board shown in figure 14, so five of

these boards are required for the com-

plete piano. The key contacts them-

selves may be ready-made single-pole

changeover contact blocks such as the

Kimber-Allen type GJ
,
or may be home-

made. If ready-made contacts are used

then the ‘tail’ of the moving contact of

each switch should be soldered direct

to the pad provided on the p.c. board.

The tail of the normally-open contact

should be soldered to a zero-volt busbar

made of stiff wire, whilst the normally-

closed contact should be soldered to a

similar busbar connected to —26.5 V.

For home-made contacts the moving
contact may be made of gold-plated

phosphor-bronze wire, whilst the func-

Ftgure 9. Block diagram of the filter circuits

for the complete piano.

Figure 10. Complete circuit of the filters,

voicing circuits and tone control preamp.
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tions of fixed contacts and busbars may

be performed by rods of palladium or

rhodium. All these materials are avail-

able from organ component suppliers.

The wiring to both types of contact is

shown in figure 1 5

.

The actual mounting of the contact

blocks and envelope-shaper boards

depends on the type of keyboard used.

The type of keyboard with actuating

levers extending behind the keys may
be screwed directly to a baseboard

and the contact blocks and p.c. boards

mounted behind it. The keying-circuit

boards are designed to be mounted

copper side up to facilitate soldering to

the contact tails after the contact blocks

and boards have both been fixed in

position, as shown in figure 16a. How-

ever, since the envelope shapers are

identical with the exception of the

discharge resistors R1 to R12 it is also

possible to turn the board over end-for-

end so that the component side is upper-

most, as shown in figure 16b. Input 1

then becomes input 12, 12 becomes 1,

2 becomes 1 1 and so on. Resistors R1

to R6 and R7 to R12 must also be

transposed.

If the keyboard has actuators under-

neath the keys (e.g. Kimber-Allen SKA
keyboards) then the contact blocks and

boards must be mounted beneath the

keyboard frame with the copper side of

the keying boards facing downwards.

The comment about transposition of

the inputs and R1 to R12 then also

applies.

Whichever way the keying-circuit boards

are mounted it must be remembered

that the lowest note of each octave is

C# and the highest note C, so the

boards and contact blocks must be

mounted to align with the correct keys.

The lowest note, C, of the five-octave

C-C keyboard is not used, as this would

require an extra envelope shaper 1C for

one note, which is uneconomic.

The master tone generator (see ac-

companying article) is built on a single

p.c. board which can easily be mounted

close to the keying-circuit boards and

connected to them using ribbon cables.

The filter section and its associated con-

trols are also mounted on a single

printed circuit board which can easily

be fixed behind a panel on the instru-

ment console. A complete wiring

diagram for the piano is given in fig-

ure 17.

Tuning and voicing adjustment

Tuning the piano involves nothing

more than trimming the clock fre-

quency of the master oscillator, which

is dealt with in the article on the master

tone generator. However, even this

procedure is not absolutely necessary

unless the piano is to accompany other

instruments or vocalists, since all notes

of the master tone generator are cor-

rectly tuned relative to one another,

even though the overall tuning of the

piano may be slightly sharp or flat.

More important is the adjustment of
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Figure 12. Power supply for the complete
piano.

Figure 13. Printed circuit board and com-
Parts list for figures 12 and 13. Semiconductors:

ponent layout for the power supply.
Resistors:

D1 . . . D4 = 1N4002
(EPS 9979).

D6 = zener 27 V/1 W
Figure 14. Printed circuit board and com- R2,R3 = 470 n/2 W D7 = zener 12 V/400 mW
ponent layout for one octave of the keying D8.D9 = 1N4148
circuit. (EPS 9914). Capacitors: T1 = BC 141

Cl = 220 p/63 V
C2,C4,C13 = 47 m/25 V

T2.T3 = BD 242

C3.C5,C8.C10,C12,C14 = 100 n Miscellaneous:

C6 = 4700 m/63 V Tr = mains transformer with
C7.C9.C1 1 = 47 m/40 V 2 x 30 V/500 mA secondaries

30-0-30/500 mA sec.

SI = double-pole on/off mains swit
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the piano voicing, which is carried out

by ear. Preset PI on each envelope

shaper board allows the overall output

level from each octave to be adjusted,

partly to compensate for variations in

the characteristics of the envelope

shaper ICs and partly to allow the

loudness of each octave to be adjusted

to that of a conventional piano.

Presets PI to P4 in the bandpass filters

determine the tone of the piano, which

can be varied from soft and muffled to

a hard, steely sound. This, of course,

is a matter of personal taste. The voicing

adjustments should, of course, be carried

out with the tone controls in the flat

position. Preset P7 should be used to set

the gain of A8 to suit the power ampli-

fier used, e.g. so that with the volume

control at maximum the output is just

on the point of clipping when a com-

plex chord is played fortissimo. Finally,

the soft pedal preset, if fitted, should be

used to give the desired degree of

muting when the soft pedal is pressed.

As a final comment to avoid complaints

from the musical purists, it should be

noted (no pun intended) that the piano

does not give an accurate simulation of

the amplitude dynamics of a harp-

sichord. The strings of a harpsichord are

plucked by quills rather than struck,

and the loudness of a note is determined

largely by the tension at which the quill

releases the string, rather than by key

velocity.



preset 250 k {220 k)

potentiometer

10 k log

potentiometer

100 k lin.

potentiometer

500 k (470 k) lin.

AY-1 -1320
TL074, XR 4212
TUP
BC 141

BD 242
1N4002
1N4148
zener 1 2 V/400 mW
zener 15 V/400 mW
zener 27 V/1 W

crystal 1 MHz
mains transformer 2 x 30 V/500 rr

3 x SPST switch

double pole on/off mains switch

5-octave C-C keyboard

470 n/2W
preset 10k
preset 25 k (22 k)

preset 50 k (47 k)

type:

4024
4049
4066
AY-1-0212, M 087

Figure 15. The key contacts may be ready-

assembled or home-made. In either case the

moving contact is soldered to the keying
circuit p.c. board whilst the fixed contacts

are connected to ground and -26.5 V bus-

Figure 16. Depending on the type of key-
board used, the keying circuit board may be
mounted either way up to facilitate soldering

to the contact tails. Depending on which way
it is mounted it may be necessary to transpose

the inputs and R1 to R12.

Figure 17. Wiring diagram for the complete
piano. Connections between the master tone
generator and the keying circuits may be
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temperature-controlled soldering iron

temperature-controlled

soldering iron

Since the days when soldering irons
were heated up on gas rings, the design

of this virtually indispensable piece of
equipment has come a long way. There
is now a wide variety of different types
of iron available, allowing power rating

as well as size, shape and composition of
the bit to be selected to suit a particular

application. Despite this plethora of
different irons, it is nonetheless possible

to discern two basic categories, namely
continuous heat and temperature-con-
trolled soldering irons. With the former
type, the heating element is connected
continuously to the supply, with the
result that the iron tends to run very
hot when not being used.

This means that the first joint made
after the iron has been left standing may
be too hot, thereby incurring the risk of
a bad joint or of damage to delicate

components. If one attempts to combat
this problem by using a lower power
iron, there is the danger that, under
heavy load conditions, it may be unable
to supply sufficient heat and will make
a dry joint. A further disadvantage of
continuous heat irons is that their

tendency to overheat shortens the
effective life of the bit and causes a
reduction in the heating capability of
the iron.

Temperature-controlled irons on the
other hand suffer from none of these
drawbacks. The only reason that they
have not completely replaced continuous
heat types is the fact that they cost

much more. However, with the current
trend towards ever smaller and more
sensitive components, the decision to
purchase a temperature-controlled iron
may well prove a worthwhile long-term
investment (particularly if one considers
saving the cost which results from
building the control unit oneself).

Thermostatically controlled soldering
irons must not only be able to maintain
a constant bit temperature (to within a
few degrees Centigrade), it must also be
possible to vary the soldering tempera-
ture to suit different requirements.
Designing a suitable control unit, which
both meets the above conditions and
yet is a reasonable financial proposition
for the amateur constructor, is no easy
matter. However, the circuit described
in this article adequately fulfils all the

Electronic temperature-controlled

soldering irons offer a number of

advantages over continuous heat

types: delicate components are

protected against thermal damage;

they permit the use of higher

wattages, thereby eliminating the

danger of dry joints when working

under heavy load conditions; and

finally they increase the life of

both heating element and bit.

The following circuit is for a

thermostatic control unit, which is

both easy to build and uses

standard components. Suitable

soldering irons containing a

built-in heat sensor are readily

available from a number of

different manufacturers.

desired design criteria at a price which is

roughly halfway between the cost of a
conventional continuous heat iron and
that of a commercially available tem-
perature-controlled model. The control
unit is designed for use with a readily
available soldering iron incorporating a
heat sensor in the shaft adjacent to the
tip of the bit.

Electronic control unit

The principle of the electronic thermo-
static control unit is illustrated in the
block diagram shown in figure 1

.

A sensor mounted in the element as

near as possible to the bit tip provides a

voltage which is proportional to the bit

temperature. This voltage is then
compared with a (variable) reference
voltage on the other input of a com-
parator, the output of which is used to

control a switch which regulates the
flow of current to the heating element
in the iron. Thus, when the sensor
voltage is lower than the reference value,

the switch is closed, current flows to the
heating element and the bit temperature
rises; once the desired temperature is

reached, the comparator output changes
state, opening the switch and thereby
cutting off the flow of cun-ent to the
heating element. The bit temperature
then falls until' the threshold voltage of
the comparator is again reached and the
control switch is opened. In this way
the temperature of the bit can be
maintained within a certain fixed range.

The amount of hysteresis between a

change in temperature and the corre-

sponding change in sensor voltage is

determined by the thermal inertia of the

sensor itself and the thermal conduc-
tivity of the bit (which in turn is deter-

mined by the size and composition of
the bit).

The deviation from the nominal bit

temperature as a result of the hysteresis
of the control system is illustrated in
figure 2. As can be seen, the bit tem-
perature oscillates about a preset

nominal value; the steepness of the
rising edge of the triangular waveform is

largely determined by the output power
of the heating element, and that of the
falling edge by the rate at which heat is

lost to the atmosphere, solder, p. c. b.
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etc. In practice however, the bit tem-

perature only deviates very slightly from

the desired nominal value, so that it is in

fact possible to speak of an average

working temperature of the iron.

As far as the choice of heat sensor is

concerned, various possibilities come
into consideration. The firm Weller, for

example, manufacture a heat sensor

which utilises an unusual property of

magnetic materials. Above a certain

temperature, known as its Curie point, a

ferromagnetic material loses the prop-

erty of magnetism. The bit of a Weller

iron contains a slug of magnetic material,

which, when the iron is cold, attracts a

magnet. This in turn closes a switch and
applies power to the heating element.

When the temperature of the bit reaches

the Curie point, the slug ceases to

attract the magnet, causing the switch

to be opened. The only disadvantage of

this system is that a different bit con-

taining a ferromagnetic slug with the

appropriate Curie point is needed to

change the soldering temperatures.

Other manufacturers employ heat

sensors consisting of a thermocouple or

of an NTC- or PTC thermistor, usually

as part of a bridge circuit. One branch

of the bridge is formed by a variable

resistor with which the bridge is bal-

anced. In practice this means that the

temperature range of the bit is deter-

mined by the range of the resistor.

Of the above-mentioned types of sensor,

the thermocouple represents the best

choice. The reasons for this are clear

when one compares it with temperature-

dependent resistors. Firstly, the dimen-

sions of the thermocouple are smaller

than those of an NTC or PTC thermistor,

which means that is is easier to mount

(

close to the tip of the bit, and also that,

because of its reduced mass, it responds

,

more quickly to changes in temperature.

The response of a thermocouple (volt-
1

age as a function of temperature) is, as

figure 3 clearly shows, linear over a wide
range of temperatures. NTC- and PTC
thermistors, on the other hand, exhibit

a far less linear characteristic. Further-

more, a thermocouple has no quiescent

current flow to speak of, and hence will

not generate any heat itself. The final

point in its favour is the lower cost of

thermocouples, a not insignificant factor

Figure 1. Block diagram of an electronic

thermostatic control unit for soldering irons.

The voltage from the heat sensor is compared
with a variable reference voltage. The output

of the comparator controls a switch which is

used to turn the flow of current to the

heating element on and off.

Figure 2. The response of a typical thermo-

static control unit. The temperature first

climbs to the desired (preset) value. However,

once it reaches this value the temperature

continues to rise, due to the inherent hyster-

esis of the system, before the interruption of

current to the heating element begins to take

effect. Similarly, when the temperature has

fallen to the nominal value, it will continue to

drop slightly before the renewed flow of

current to the heating element can begin to

push the temperature back up. Thus the

actual bit temperature of the iron tends to

oscillate about the nominal 'controlled'

temperature. However, in practice these

variations in temperature are sufficiently

small not to significantly affect the perform-

ance of the iron, which remains at a more or

less constant 'average' temperature.

when temperatures of the order of

400°C are involved.

The Elektor control unit

In view of the above-mentioned points,

an iron which was both readily avail-

able and which incorporates a thermo-

couple as heat sensor was taken as the

starting point of the Elektor control unit.

Several manufacturers in fact distribute

suitable soldering irons without the ac-

companying control unit. For example,

the firm Antex produce a 30 W
soldering iron (the CTC) which includes

a thermocouple, as well as a 50 W model
(XTC) which should be available shortly.

Ersa are another company who have a

suitable 50 W iron (TE 50).

In order to ensure the complete re-

liability of the Elektor control unit, it

was in fact sent to Antex for assessment.

Their verdict was summarised as follows:

‘The performance of the sample tested

should be perfectly adequate for the

Home Constructor’. Furthermore, the

control unit can also be used with

soldering irons from most of the other

manufacturers, even if they contain

NTC- or PTC thermistor sensors,

although in that case certain changes

will have to be made to the circuit.

Without entering into the theoretical

details, it should be noted that different

combinations of materials can be used

to construct thermocouples, and that

each will deliver a different output volt-

age for a given temperature. For their

CTC and XTC models, Antex use a K-

type thermocouple, which is composed
of nickel-chrome and nickel-aluminium.

The response shown in figure 3 was
obtained using this type of thermo-
couple.

Circuit diagram

The complete circuit diagram of the

thermostatic control unit is shown in

figure 4. Despite the small number of

components used, the operation of the

circuit is somewhat involved, and for

this reason figure 5, which contains an
overview of the waveforms found at the

test points shown, is included to facili-

tate explanation.

The first problem which arises is the



choice of switching element to regulate

the flow of current to the iron. The use

of a relay involves several drawbacks

(contact burning, contact bounce etc.)

which can be avoided by employing an

electronic switch such as a triac. An
additional advantage of a triac is that

the switching point can be controlled

with a high degree of accuracy, i.e. in

order to reduce the switch-on surge

current and r.f. interference to a mini-

mum, the triac can be triggered at the

zero-crossing point of the AC waveform.

This is in fact the arrangement adopted

in the circuit described here.

R4, D3, T1 and the emitter resistors of

T1 form an adjustable constant current

source. D3 is a LED used to set the DC
base bias voltage of Tl, but since it

draws very little current it will hardly

light up at all. The advantage of this

somewhat unusual approach is that the

LED possesses the same temperature

coefficient as Tl, hence the stability of

the current source is unaffected by

variations in temperature. This is only

true, however, if the ambient tempera-

ture of the circuit does not rise too far

above normal room temperature, since

in that case the temperature coefficient

of the LED will cease to match that of

Tl. Thus, if when the circuit and trans- »

former have been mounted in a case, the

temperature should rise by more than

30°C, D3 should be replaced by an 8k2
i

resistor. This step will obviously be

necessary if the soldering stand is to be

mounted on top of the control unit case.

The current through P2 and R6 can be

varied by means of PI. P2 determines

the amplitude of the reference voltage

at the inverting input of IC 1 . The

thermocouple is connected across the

non-inverting input of IC1 and the

junction of R3/R6. Thus the voltage
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f difference at the inputs of the compara-
tor equals the difference between, on

e the one hand, the voltage dropped

n across R6 plus the resistance of P2,and

2 ,
on the other hand, the voltage devel-

e oped by the thermocouple. That is to

e say, it virtually equals the thermocouple
voltage.

e If the soldering iron is cold, the thermo-
is :ouple voltage is very small, so that the

e output of IC1 is low. When the tem-

e perature of the iron rises, the thermo-
e couple voltage, and hence the voltage

e difference at the comparator inputs,

;e also rises, until the output of the

comparator swings high.

IC1 is followed by a Schmitt trigger, the

output of which goes low when the

input exceeds approx. 3.2 V, and high

when it falls below roughly 2.1 V. This
arrangement could be used directly to

control the triac were it not that we
have to first ensure that the load is

switched at the zero-crossing points of

the transformer voltage. To achieve this,

one or two extra provisions are required.

The transformer voltage (Utr in figure 5)

is connected to the input of N3 via a

potential divider, R9 and RIO, one end
of which is connected to the stabilised

5.6 V supply rail. This means that the

voltage at point 1 (the input of N3)
exactly tracks the transformer voltage,

whilst remaining 2.8 V ‘up’ on the latter

(see figure 5). The portion of waveform
above 6.2 V and below —0.6 V is shown
as a dotted line, since CMOS Schmitt

triggers contain clamping diodes which
protect the inputs from voltages which
exceed these limits.

The advantage of the 2.8 V positive

offset is apparent from figure 5, since it

means that when the transformer

voltage is zero, the voltage at point 1 is

2.8 V; since the Schmitt trigger changes

state at the threshold values of 2.1 V
and 3.1 V, we can say that, in spite of

the hysteresis, it is only triggered

around the zero-crossing point of the

transformer waveform (the small devi-

ation from the ideal switching point of

exactly 0 V can be eliminated by
making R9 variable and using a scope to

adjust it to the correct value; in practice,

however, this small error is of little

significance and does not materially

affect the operation of the circuit).

When both inputs of N3 are high (i.e.

greater than 3.1 V), the output is low,

and since N4 is connected as an inverter,

its output will be high, with the result

that C2 will be discharged. If point ®
then goes low, since C2 is still uncharged,

point ® will also go low, causing C2 to

charge up via R1 1 . The time constant of

R11/C2 is 18ms; shortly before this

time is reached the voltage at pin 1 2 of

N3 will have reached the logic ‘1’

threshold and since, at that moment,
pin 13 has once more been taken high,

the output of N4 is also returned high.

Since capacitor C2 is already charged,

the voltage across it would continue to

rise, but for the clamping diode in N3.
The capacitor is rapidly discharged

(figure 5 ®), and a new cycle begins.

The signals at points ® and © form the

clock signals for flip-flops FF1 and FF2.
The J-inputs of these flip-flops are

connected to points ® and @, where the

voltage is determined by the tempera-

ture of the iron, whilst the K-inputs are

connected to ground. Only when the

J-inputs are high can the clock pulses

have any effect and change the state of

the flip-flops. Since the voltage at point

® is an inverted version of that at point

®, when the former goes low the first

positive-going edge at point © will take

the 0 output of FF1 (point 9) low,

causing T2 to turn off and the triac to

be triggered. The soldering iron then

begins to heat up, so that the voltage at

point ® rises until it reaches the trigger

threshold of N 1 . When that happens N

1

changes state, taking point ® low and
point © high; the next positive going

pulse at point 3 will take the Q output

of FF2 high and reset FF1, thereby

taking point ® high and resetting FF2.
Thus T2 is turned on and the triac

turned off, interrupting the flow of

current to the heating element in the

iron. The temperature of the iron will

fall until the lower threshold value of
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Resistors:

R1 = 2k2 1 W
R2 = 1 M
R3 = 2k2
R4 - 22 k

R5 = 4k7
R6 = 82 n
R7,R8,R12 = 10 k

R9.R10 = 33 k
R11 = 180 k

R13- 1 k 1 W
R14 = 100 n
R15 = 100 k

PI = preset potentiometer 10 k
P2 = potentiometer 100 k linear

P3 - preset potentiometer 100 k

Capacitors:

Cl = 470 p/40 V
C2 - 100 n

C3= 10 m/10 V
C4= 100 n

C5 = 22 n

Semiconductors:

D1 = 1N4001

D2 = 5V6/400 mW
D3= LED red

D4= LED
T1 = BC 559C
T2 = BC 547B
Tri = 2 A/100 V (or 4 A/400 V)

IC1 = 3130
IC2 = 4093
IC3 = 4027

Miscellaneous:

transformer 24 V/2 A
fuse 0.25 A slow blow
soldering iron with built-in heat

sensor, e.g. Antex type CTC or

XTC
soldering stand.

N1 is reached, whereupon a new cycle

will begin.

Those phases during which current is

fed to the iron (i.e. when the triac is

conducting) are indicated by LED D4
lighting up.

The waveforms shown in figure 5 do not

exactly coincide with those obtained in

practice, since the noise at the inputs of
IC1 (which in no way affects the

performance of the circuit )has, for the

purpose of clarity, been omitted from
the diagram.

Construction

Figure 6 shows the track pattern and

component overlay of the p.c.b. for the

circuit of figure 4.

Constructing the control unit should

not present any major problems. Con-
nection points A . . . E marked on the

board correspond to those shown in

figure 4, and are in fact the holes for

connections to the soldering iron.

Figure 7 shows the DIN-plug of the

Antex CTC soldering iron with details

of the correct pin connections and
colour of the leads.

In principle the triac should require no
heat sink; however if the circuit is

mounted in a small case and the iron is

operating under heavy load conditions,

then the use of a heat sink is strongly

recommended (not to mention venti-

lating the case). In fact every effort

should be made to prevent any rise in

the ambient temperature of the circuit,

since, as was already mentioned, this

will have an adverse effect upon the

temperature coefficient of the constant

current source.

Figure 6. Track pattern and component
layout of the p.c.b. for the circuit of figure 4.

(EPS 9952).

Figure 7. The Antex soldering iron is fitted

with a DIN-plug. Pins A . . . E correspond to

connection points in the circuit of figure 4.

Pin E is shown as a ground point and connects

to the metal body of the iron.

On no account should the 0 V rail of the

control circuit be connected to mains earth,

although it is permissible to earth a metal case,

if one if used.

Table 1.

40 V-Version

Utr 40 V/1 A
R1 4k7, 3W
Cl 470 m/63 V
R13 2k2, 3W
T2 BC546
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The photo shown on the first page of

this article is a prototype model of the

Elektor control unit. For exhibition

purposes the unit was housed in perspex.

The soldering stand shown in this photo
is not particularly suited for low power
irons, since the contact between the

iron and the metal rings leads to con-
siderable heat loss and hence to the iron

being switched on and off with excess-

ive frequency. Soldering stands which
avoid direct metal-to-metal contact with
the iron should be given preference.

These can be bought separately from
most electronics shops.

Adjustment procedure

The setting up procedure for the control

unit is as follows :-

Firstly, with the soldering iron discon-

nected, the inputs of IC1 are shorted

together. The offset voltage is then

reduced to a minimum by adjusting P3
until D4 either just lights up or is just

extinguished (depending upon which
state it assumes when power is applied).

Next, the short is removed and the

wiper of P2 is turned fully towards R6
(anticlockwise). The soldering iron is

then plugged in and the tip is held
against a length of solder. Although
solder melts at approx. 189°C (60/40
alloy), at around 185°C it exhibits a

‘plastic’ consistency. By very gradually

adjusting PI, it is possible to set the

temperature of the iron such that the

solder is in this plastic state, just on the

point of melting (185°C). PI should be

adjusted in small steps, always allowing

the temperature of the iron to stabilise

before testing it against the solder and
performing another adjustment.
By means of P2, it is then possible to
vary the temperature of the iron be-

tween 185°C and approx. 400°C. P2
can be calibrated using the following
equation:

T=i 185
+ |?x 185°C(P2isin fi)
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In conclusion

As was already mentioned, the proto-

type model of the control unit was
designed for use with the CTC or XTC
soldering iron from Antex. However it

can also be used with other types of

iron, particularly if they are provided

with a thermocouple heat sensor. If this

is the case, and if the iron operates off

24 V, then it can be connected direct to

the Elektor control unit. In the case of

an iron with the same operating voltage

but which employs a different sort of

sensor, the situation is a little more
complicated. With a PTC thermistor, D3
and D4 should be omitted, T1 replaced

by a wire link between the emitter and
collector connections, and the value of

R2 altered accordingly. The same
procedure holds good for irons incor-

porating an NTC thermistor, with the

exception that R2 and the NTC should

be transposed.

In the case of an iron employing a

thermocouple and operating from a

40 V supply, the modifications shown
in table 1 should be adopted.

The above-described control unit is thus

suitable for use with a wide variety of

different types of soldering iron, and

represents a considerable saving in cost

over commercially available models.

The final point worth noting is that the

circuit can not only be used to regulate

the temperature of soldering irons, but

can be adapted for a number of other

applications requiring a thermostatic

control unit, such as. eg. clothes irons,

ovens, central heating etc. K
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car start
booster

As all car owners know, during the I

winter one has to be especially careful

to ensure that the battery voltage is not
|

allowed to fall too low, otherwise there

is the very real danger of the car failing

to start. The main reasons for this are

firstly, that the low temperature of the

electrolyte increase the effective

internal resistance and hence reduces

the capacity of the battery. At —20°

C

this can be as little as 40% of the

capacity at 25°C. This means a lower

discharge voltage for the same discharge

current and therefore that it is easier

to drain the battery completely flat

under low temperature conditions.

Secondly, the low temperature increases

the viscosity of the engine oil, making

it more difficult for the starter motor

to turn the crankshaft. Thus, in winter,

the starter motor draws more current

from the battery than in summer. A
further obstacle is that the relatively

low temperature of the air-fuel mixture

from the carburetter means that it is

more difficult to ignite.

When the ignition key is turned to start

the car, the primary winding of the

ignition coil is connected via the contact

breaker to the battery. However, the

lower discharge voltage of the battery

when operating at low temperatures

means that the current flowing through

the primary winding will likewise be

smaller than normal. Thus, when the

contact breaker opens (at the end of

the compression stroke), a smaller

voltage is induced in the secondary

winding of the ignition coil. The result

is that a smaller voltage is applied to the

spark plugs, which are being asked to

ignite a colder-than-normal mixture.

Hardly surprising therefore that one

encounters problems when starting the

car under cold conditions.

The circuit

Thanks to present-day low prices

for nickel-cadmium batteries, it

is now an economic proposition

to construct a car start booster

— an accessory which can prove

extremely handy on cold winter

mornings.

Figure 1. A relay, two Ni-Cad cells and two

resistors are required for the 'car start

It should be clear from the above

explanation that one of the ways of

improving the starting performance of

Figure 2. This sketch illustrates how the

various components are added to the existing

car electrical system.

a car would be to temporarily increase

the ignition voltage applied to the spark

plugs. This is the basic principle of the

car start booster, the circuit diagram of

which is shown in figure 1

.

SI represents the ignition switch; during

a normal ‘cold start’ when the ignition

key is turned contact II is first connec-

ted to the battery, so that with the

contact breaker closed, current flows
|

through the primary winding of the .

ignition coil. Turning the ignition key

further to the right energises the relay,

thereby supplying current so the starter

motor which turns the flywheel. At the

end of the compression stroke the '

contact breaker opens and the voltage

induced in the secondary winding of the

ignition coil causes the spark plug to I

fire. In the modified ‘assisted-start’
j

version of the circuit a second relay

situated between the ignition switch I

and ignition coil is energised at the same i

time as the starter relay. This second I

relay is used to temporarily switch two I

Ni-Cad batteries in series with the car

battery, thereby increasing the voltage

dropped across the primary winding of
]

the ignition coil. The result is obviously

a higher current through the primary i|

of the ignition coil, more energy is

stored in the resulting magnetic field, 1

and that field collapses a greater volt- 1

1

age is induced in the secondary,

voltage induced in the secondary.

Once the engine starts, the ignition key

is turned back to the left (normally it is
|j

spring-assisted), the relay drops out and
,

normal battery voltage appears across ['

the ignition coil. The Ni-Cad cells are

then recharged via R1 and R2. The value Ij

of these two resistors depends upon the
i

maximum permissible charge current, n

Sintered-electrode Ni-Cad cells should

be used, since for short periods the II

discharge current reaches around 4 A.

Construction

The relay, the Ni-Cad batteries and the I

resistors are best fitted near the original [



system. The various interconnections

are illustrated in the drawing of figure 2.

At this stage a few constructional tips

would not go amiss. First of all, the lead

into which the two relay contacts

should be inserted can easily be found
working back from the ignition coil.

The coil has three external connections;
the middle connection, which is

protected by a rubber cap, goes to the
distributor, and since it carries ex-

tremely high voltages, should be left

well alone.

Of the two other leads one goes via the
contact breaker to the chassis, and the

other to the ignition switch in the
dashboard. The latter lead is the one
that is wanted. The cable should be cut,

and each of the ends connected to

one of the changeover contacts of the

relay. The normally-closed contacts of

the relay should be joined together.

The Ni-Cad batteries are then connected
between the two (normally-open)

remaining contacts (taking care to

ensure they are the right way round!).
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A tap can then be taken from the starter

relay lead to the new relay.

Thus the coil of the relay is connected
between the tap and ground. Mounting
the resistors is no problem. R2 for

example, can be mounted in the fuse-

box between the accessory fuse and a

connection to the anode of the Ni-Cad
batteries. R1 can simply be mounted
next to the relay and connected
between the appropriate contact of S2b
and the earth connection of the relay

coil.

If desired, the double-pole changeover
relay can be replaced by a normal
manually-operated DPDT switch which
is mounted on the dashboard and
switched on when starting the engine.

Although this starter aid should satis-

factorily resolve some problems caused
by cold weather, it should not be
regarded as an excuse to forget about
the battery capacity altogether! That is

to say, it will be of little help if, for

example, one leaves the lights on all

night. K
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complex sound generator

The 'complex sound generator' recently intro-

duced by Texas Instruments is intended for

generating sound effects. This 28-pin 1C. the

SN76477N, is one of the first linear l
2L chips.

A wide range of applications is suggested by
Tl: alarm indicators, timers, sound effects in

toys, TV-games, etc.

The internal block diagram of the SN76477N
is shown in figure 2, together with some

external components. The 'complex sound'

produced by the chip is determined by two
analogue voltages (pitch and external VCO
control), eight logic levels and a handful of

fixed resistors and capacitors. Three basic sig-

nals are generated by a 'Super Low Frequency

Oscillator' (SLF), a Voltage Controlled Oscil-

lator (VCO) and a noise generator.

Supply voltage regulation is also incorporated

in the 1C, although this is not always re-

quired: the user has the option of applying

either a stabilised 5 V supply to pin 15

(Ureg) or an unstabilised 7.5 to 9 V supply to

pin 14 (Ucc ). In the latter case, the internal

regulator will not only power the chip itself

but can also deliver up to 10 mA (at 5 VI

from pin 15.

Logic levels are TTL- and CMOS-compatible,

logic '1' being defined as more than 2 V
(nominally 5 V) and logic 'O' being zero volts.

The various sections of the block diagram will

now be described in greater detail.

SLF (Super Low Frequency) oscillator

This oscillator is intended for use in the very

low frequency range (0.1 to 30 Hz), but it

will operate at frequencies up to 20 kHz. This

may prove useful in some specific appli-

cations. The generator produces two output

signals: a square-wave with a 50% duty-cycle

(fed to the mixer) and a triangle-wave which

can be used to sweep the VCO.
The frequency (fs) of the SLF is determined

by the external components R s and Cs :

0.64
, , ,

fs
= — — (approx.), where

f is in Hz, R in MO and C in pF.

VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscillator)

The output frequency of the VCO can be
varied by means of a control voltage. This

control voltage can be derived from the SLF
or, alternatively, an external 'Pitch Control

voltage' (Up) can be applied to pin 16. The
logic level at the 'VCO select' input (pin 22)

determines which one of these control volt-

ages is applied to the VCO. Logic 0 at the

VCO select input enables the Pitch Control

input; a logic 1 causes the output of the

SLF oscillator to be passed to the VCO con-

trol input. When the Pitch Control input is

enabled, increasing the control voltage Up
causes the frequency of the VCO to decrease.

In some cases it may prove useful to have two
external Pitch Control inputs. The second

input may then be obtained by omitting Cs

and using pin 21 for Pitch Control — the SLF
then merely serves as an input buffer.

The frequency of the VCO can be varied over

a 1 : 10 range by means of the Pitch Control

voltage(s). The low end of the range is set by

the values of Rv and Cy, as follows:

fv/nin = p-j-jr (approx.), where

f is in Hz, R in kfi andCinpF.
The ‘External VCO Control voltage' (uv ).

applied to pin 19, determines the duty-cycle

of the square-wave output of the VCO. This,

in turn, varies the harmonic content (the

‘sound'), producing an effect somewhat simi-

lar to that of a voltage controlled filter. The
duty-cycle can be calculated from

Up
duty-cycle = 50—% (approx).

A 50% duty-cyle can therefore be obtained by
simply connecting pin 19 to pin 16, provided

the pitch control input is enabled (pin 22 at

logic 0). However, a 50% duty-cycle can also

be obtained by holding pin 19 at logic 1

(+5 V), even when the VCO is controlled by
the SLF.

Noise generator

A clock generator, ‘Noise Clock', drives the

noise generator. The external resistor, Rc , sets

an internal current level; the value of this

resistor should be approximately 39 to 47 k.

The noise generator proper is a pseudo-

random white noise generator (see Elektor

E 21, January 1977). Its noise output is satis-

factory for most audio applications, but in

some cases a signal containing more low-

frequency components may be desired. This

can be achieved by applying a TTL-compat-
ible squarewave of a suitable frequency to

the 'External Noise Clock' input (pin 3).

The output from the noise generator is fed to

a low-pass filter ('Noise Filter'). The cut-off

frequency (f 3 jg) of this filter is deter-

mined by the values of Rn and Cn .

1280
, . *.f—3 dB ~

R x c
(approx.), where

f is in Hz, R in kft and C in pF.

Mixer

One or more of the signals from the SLF
oscillator, VCO and Noise generator are

selected and mixed in the mixer stage. The
choice of signals is determined by the logic

levels at the ‘mixer select’ inputs (pins 25, 26,

27), as shown in table 1. Note that, although

it would appear logical to have each of the

three ‘mixer select’ inputs correspond to one

of the three possible signals, this is not in fact

the case.

The output from the mixer is fed to an

‘Envelope Generator/Modulator', which will

be described furtheron.

System enable and one-shot

The audio output from the 1C is only enabled

when a logic 0 is applied to the ‘System

Enable’ input (pin 9). No audio output is

produced if a logic 1 is applied to this pin.

The System Enable logic also triggers a mono-
stable multivibrator (one-shot) on the nega-

tive-going edge of the system enable signal at

pin 9. The latter signal should remain at logic

0 for the full duration of the one-shot period.

The one-shot is intended mainly for obtaining

momentary sounds, such as gunshots, bells,

etc. The maximum length of the one-shot

period (T) is 10 seconds, and is determined by
the values of Rt and Ct as follows:

T = 0.8 x R( x Cj (approx.), where

T is in seconds, R in Mn and C in pF.

It is also possible to connect an external one-

shot (or timer), for instance if a longer period

is required. In this case Rt and C
t
are omitted.

Initially pin 23 is held at logic 0 and the pulse

is started by applying a negative-going edge to

pin 9; the pulse is terminated by taking pin 23
to logic 1

.

Envelope

The output signal from the mixer is fed to the

‘Envelope Generator/Modulator'. Basically, of

course, envelope shaping is equivalent to

amplitude modulation, and the modulating

signal in this case is determined by the logic

levels at the two 'Envelope Select' inputs

(pins 1 and 28) as shown in table 2.

The wave-shapes shown in table 2 are given as

examples to illustrate the various types of

envelope shaping. In these examples, the

mixer output is shown as a pseudo-random

binary noise signal as produced by the noise

generator.

The envelope shown for the one-shot requires

some further explanation. In general, the

audio signal will not be turned on and off

instantaneously; the gradual rise to full out-

put level (‘attack’) and gradual level reduction

at the end of the pulse ('decay') are both

determined in part by the value of the capaci-

tor (Ce ) connected to pin 8. In combination

with this capacitor, Ra (pin 10) sets the

attack time Ta and Rj (pin 7) the decay time:

Ta = Ra x Ce (approx.) and
T<j = Rd x Ce (approx.), where

T is in seconds, R in Mfl and C in pF.

Output amplifier

The gain of the output amplifier A is set by

the values of resistors Rf and Rg. Since the

signal level applied to this amplifier is con-

stant, it is more practical to specify the peak

audio output level (uO F>ea|() as a function of

these resistors:

Rf
uo peak

= 3-4— (approx. ), where
' R

9

u is in volts and R in kft.

To avoid clipping, the peak output level

should be less than 1.2 V, which means that

Rg should be at least three times the value of

Rf.

Final note

If some sections of the 1C are not used in a

particular application, the corresponding

external components may be omitted. For

instance, if the noise generator is not required,

Rc ,
Rn and Cn may be omitted and pins 4, 5

and 6 are left floating.

Table 3 lists the most important operating

characteristics. A few typical applications are

shown in figure 2.

Texas Instruments preliminary data sheet.

Figure 1. Internal block diagram of the 'com-

plex sound generator', type SN76477N. The

external resistors and capacitors shown will

not be required for all applications.

Figure 2. Typical applications of the

SN76477N. The sound effects generated are

those for a train or propellor aircraft (2a),

a gunshot or explosion (2b) and various siren

and science fiction effects (2c).
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24dB
VCF

In response to requests from

readers who have built the

Formant synthesiser the following

article presents a design for a

voltage-controlled filter whose

slope is considerably steeper than

that of the original VCF, in fact

24 dB/octave as opposed to

12 dB/octave. The filter offers a

choice of highpass or lowpass

modes and slopes of 6, 12, 18 or

24 dB/octave.

C. Chapman

VCFs with an extremely steep slope

seem to have a particular appeal for

most synthesiser enthusiasts because of

the greater range of tonal possibilities

that they offer. Formant users are

evidently no exception to this rule

judging by the number of requests for a

24 dB/octave VCF. Of course, the filter

described here is not restricted to use

with the Formant synthesiser, but may
also be used with other synthesiser

designs.

New possibilities

It should be stated at the outset that the

24 dB VCF does not render the existing

12 dB design obsolete. On the contrary,

the two filters are complementary to

one another and can be used in combi-
nation to provide greatly increased

possibilities for tailoring the harmonic

structure of the sounds produced by
Formant.

For example, the 12dB VCF can be

used in the bandpass mode together

with the steep filtering of the 24 dB
VCF to produce selective tone color-

ation. The two filters can be controlled

by the same envelope shaper or by
different envelope shapers, and may be
connected in cascade or in parallel.

The latter arrangement offers several

interesting possibilities. For example,

hard, metallic sounds can be produced

by applying a short, steep envelope volt-

age to the 12 dB VCF and a longer,

shallower contour to the 24 dB VCF.
If the filter inputs are connected in

parallel then interesting effects may be

obtained by connecting one VCF out-

put to one input of a stereo amplifier

and the other VCF output to the other

input. This gives rise to a very distinc-

tive dynamic amplitude characteristic

and stereo imaging, particularly if the

two VCFs are controlled by different

envelope shapers.

The audible differences between the

12 dB VCF and the 24 dB VCF are

quite prominent. The 12dB VCF
produces sounds that are distinctly

‘electronic’, which can have a slightly

fatiguing effect on the listener during

extended playing sessions. The sounds
produced by the 24 dB VCF, on the

other hand, are much more ‘natural’,

and can be listened to for extended

periods without fatigue. This effect is

probably due to the more severe filtering

of higher harmonics which the 24 dB
VCF provides when used in the lowpass

mode, since these harmonics tend to

make the sound of the 12 dB VCF
much more shrill than that of the 24 dB
VCF.
The effect of the steeper filter slope of

the 24 dB VCF is illustrated in figure 1

,

which shows the different outputs from
the 12 dB VCF (dotted line) and 24 dB
VCF (continuous line) when fed with a

sawtooth waveform. It is apparent that,

due to the almost complete removal of

the harmonics of the sawtooth, the out-

put of the 24 dB VCF is practically a

sinewave, whereas the original waveform
is still apparent at the output of the

12 dB VCF since the harmonics are only

partially removed.

It is clear from the foregoing that a

24 dB VCF greatly extends the musical

possibilities of a synthesiser and is

virtually a must for the serious user.
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Figure 1. This illustrates the difference be-

tween the outputs of a 12 dB/octave VCF and

a 24 dB/octave VCF having the same turnover

frequency, when fed with a sawtooth input.

The 24 dB VCF removes practically all the

harmonics giving a sinewave output, whereas

the original waveshape is still distinguishable

at the output of the 1 2 dB VCF.

Figure 2. The basic filter section of the 24 dB
VCF is the same as that of the 1 2 dB VCF, i.e.

an OTA integrator followed by a FET op-amp
buffer.

Figure 3. The highpass function is obtained

by connecting the 6 dB lowpass section in the

feedback loop of an operational amplifier.

Figure 4. To obtain a 24 dB/octave filter, four

6 dB/octave sections are cascaded.

Design of the 24 dB VCF
Most 24 dB VCFs are variations on the

heavily-patented design by R.A. Moog,
which has been around for a number of

years. However, thanks to the advent of

inexpensive IC OTAs (Operational

Transconductance Amplifiers) a more
versatile design than Moog’s is now
possible, which can be operated in

highpass or lowpass modes with slopes

of 6, 12, 18 or 24 dB/octave. Even
greater slopes than 24 dB would be poss-

ible, but experiments have shown that a

greater slope does not result in a corre-

sponding increase in tonal quality.

The design of the basic filter section

shown in figure 2 is very similar to that

of the 12 dB VCF, which was described

in detail on page 1 2-29 of Elektor 3
1

,

December 1977. However, advantage
has been taken of recent developments
in FET op-amp technology to simplify
the design. As described in that article

the basic filter section is an integrator or
6 dB/octave lowpass section consisting

of an OTA driving a capacitor. The volt-

age/current transconductance (gm ) of
the OTA can be varied by an external
control current and hence, via an expo-
nential voltage/current converter, from
an external control voltage. This control
current alters the time constant of the
integrator and hence the turnover fre-

quency of the filter section.

The output current of the OTA must all

flow into the capacitor, otherwise the
-tegrator characteristic will be less than
ideal. This means that the output of the
OTA must be buffered by an amplifier
with a high input impedance. In the
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12 dB VCF this was achieved by using a

discrete FET source follower and a 741

op-amp. Fortunately, relatively inex-

pensive quad FET op-amps such as the

Texas TL084 are now available. The use

of one of these ICs greatly simplifies the

design and obviates the need to select

FETs, which is rather a chore when one
considers that the 24 dB VCF uses four

integrator stages.

Highpass function

The highpass mode of the filter is

achieved by connecting the 6 dB/octave

lowpass section in the negative feedback

loop of an operational amplifier, Al.as

shown in figure 3. A highpass filter re-

sponse is then available at the output of

A1 whilst a lowpass response is simul-

taneously available at the output of A3.

Of course, this arrangement gives only a

6 dB/octave slope per section, and in

order to obtain a 24 dB/octave filter

four filter sections, built according to

the circuit of figure 3, must be cascaded

as shown in figure 4. Switching at the

output of each section allows selection

of highpass or lowpass mode, whilst a

4-position switch allows 1, 2, 3, or

4 filter sections to be switched in to

give 6-, 12-, 18-, or 24 dB/octave slopes

respectively.

It is apparent that this arrangement is

different from the two-integrator loop

or state-variable filter which formed the

basis of the 12 dB/octave filter. In the

12 dB/octave filter, lowpass, highpass,

bandpass and notch modes were avail-

able simultaneously at various points in

the circuit, though in fact only one
function at a time could be selected at

the output.

An interesting effect, shown in figure 5,

can be obtained with the 24 dB VCF if

a feedback loop is connected from the

output of the cascaded filters to the

non-inverting input of the first stage as

illustrated in figure 6. Due to the phase

shift around the turnover frequency this

causes positive feedback, which boosts

the gain of the filter around the
turnover frequency as shown in figure 5.

The degree of boost is adjustable by
means of a ‘Q’ control. The choice of
Rx is important as too much feedback

would cause the circuit to oscillate, so

the value of Rx is a compromise
between stability and a reasonable

degree of boost.

Complete circuit

The complete circuit of the 24 dB VCF

is given in figure 7. The exponential

converter, constructed around Tl, T2
and IC1, is identical to that used in the

12 dB VCF and gives the same 1 octave

per volt characteristic to the turnover

frequency of the filter. The control volt-

age inputs are also the same as for the

1 2 dB VCF, and are listed in table 1

.

Since the 24 dB VCF must have the

option of being connected in parallel or

in cascade with the 1 2 dB VCF, the

input switching arrangements are a

little complicated. A9 and A10 form a

non-inverting summing amplifier for the

three VCO inputs, whilst the output of

the 12 dB VCF is fed in via the IS con-

nection. With S4 in position 2 the out-

put of A10 is disconnected, so the VCO
inputs are inhibited. The output of the

1 2 dB VCF is fed to the input of the
24 dB VCF via S4 and R5 1 , so that the
two VCFs are in cascade.

With S4 in position 1 the output of A 1

0

is connected to the inputs of the 24 dB
VCF, whilst the output of'the 12 dB
VCF is routed through All. The output
of All and the output of the 24 dB
VCF are added together in the output
summing amplifier A12, i.e. the two
VCFs are connected in parallel.

The four 6 dB/octave filter sections
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comprise A1 to A8 and IC3 to IC7. The
four poles of switch S2 select between
highpass and lowpass modes, while S3

selects the filter output and hence the

slope. The reason that S3 is a two-pole

switch may not be immediately appar-

ent, but is easily explained. Ignoring the

phase shift introduced by the action of

the filter, i.e. considering only signals in

the filter passband, each filter section

inverts the signal fed to it, since A1
,
A3,

A5 and A7 are connected as inverting

amplifiers. This means that the outputs

of alternate filter sections are either in

phase or inverted with respect to the

input signal. To ensure that the filter

output is in the same phase relationship

to the input signal whatever filter slope

is selected, S3b is arranged to switch

A12 between the inverting and non-

inverting modes to cancel the inversions

produced by the filter sections.

Like the 12 dB VCF, the 24 dB VCF
has two outputs, a hardwire output con-

nection IOS and an uncommitted out-

put, EOS, which is connected to a front

panel socket.

Construction

As far as the choice of components for

the 24 dB VCF goes, the same general

comments apply that were made about

the 12 dB VCF and the Formant
synthesiser in general. All components
should be of the highest quality; re-

sistors should be 5% carbon film types

except where metal oxide or metal film

types are specified; capacitors should

preferably be polyester, polystyrene or

polycarbonate, and must be these types

where specified. Semiconductors should

be from a reputable manufacturer.

As with the 12 dB VCF the dual transis-

tor may be any of the types specified in

Figure 8. Pinouts for the dual transistors and

CA3080.

Figure 9. Printed circuit board and component
layout for the 24 dB VCF. (EPS 9953-11.

Table 1. Summary of the control functions

and input/output connections of the 24 dB

VCF.

Table 1

a) hardwired inputs (not on the front panel)

KOV = Keyboard Output Voltage

(from interface receiver)

ENV = Envelope shaper Control

Voltage (from ADSR unit)

VCO 1 ,2,3 = Signals from VCOs 1,2,3
IS = Internal signal from the 12 dB

VCF

b) external inputs (sockets on front panel)

ECV = External Control Voltage (for

exponential generator of the

VCF)
TM = Tone Colour Modulation

ES - External Signal (from eg.
noise module)

c) outputs

IOS = Internal Output Signal (from

VCF to VCA)
EOS ” External Output Signal

(socket on front panel)

d) controls

TM P3; sets tone colour

modulation level

ES = P5; sets external signal level

ENV = P2; sets envelope shaper

control voltage

OCTAVES = PI ; coarse frequency

adjustment

Q = P4; sets level of peak boost

around turnover frequency

OUT = P6; sets IOS output level

e) switches

ECV/KOV = SI ; selects external or internal

control voltage input

Parts list to figures 8 and 10

Resistors:

R1 = 100 k metal oxide

R2,R4 = 100 k

R3 - 47 k

R5 - 33 k

R6 = 1 k8
R7,R9 = 330 k

R8 = 2k2
R10.R37.R39.R41 ,R43 = 12 k

R11 ... R16.R19 . . . R22,
R25 . . . R28.R31 . . . R34.R45,
R46,R47,R50,R51 .R52.R55,
R56 = 39 k

R1 7,R 1 8.R23.R24.R29.R30,
R35.R36 = 100 n
R38.R40.R42.R44 = 27 k

R48 = 470 SI

R49 = 100 k (see text)

R53.R54 = 10 k

R57 = 82 k

Potentiometer:

PI ,P4 = 100 k linear

P2,P3 = 47 k (50 k) linear

P5 = 47 k (50 k) logarithmic

P6 = 4k7 (5 k) logarithmic

P7 = 100 k preset

P8 = 470 SI (500 SI) preset

Capacitors:

C3 = 680 p (polystyrene, not

ceramic)

C4,C5,C6,C7 = 150 p
(polystyrene, not ceramic)

CIO . . . C18 = 100 n

Semiconductors:

IC1 = 741

IC2.IC5 = TL084.TL074
IC8 = TL084, TL074, LM 324
IC3 . . . IC6 = CA 3080,
CA3080A (MINIDIP or TO;
see text)

T1.T2 = AD 820 . . . 822,
2N3808 . . . 381 1 , BFX 11,

BFX 36 (see text) or

2 x BC 557B

Miscellaneous:

31-pin DIN 41617 connector or

terminal pins

51 = SPDT
52 = 4-pole double throw
53 = 2-pole 4-way; index angle

approx. 30°

54 = DPDT
4 minature sockets. 3.5 mm dia.

7 13 ... 15 mm collet knobs

with pointer (to match existing

synthesiser modules).
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the parts list, or may be home-made by
gluing together two normal transistors,

though in this case thermal tracking will

not be quite so good. The CA3080
should preferably be in a MINIDIP pack-

age to fit the hole spacings on the p.c.

board, though the metal can type can be

made to fit by splaying the leads. The
pinouts for the dual transistors and the

CA3080 are given in figure 8.

Although not absolutely necessary, it is

a good idea to select OTA’s with ap-

proximately the same transconductance,

since the four sections of the filter will

then have almost the same turnover fre-

quency. The CA3080 is available in two
versions, the standard version, in which
the ratio between the maximum and
minimum gm is 2: 1 , and the CA3080A,
in which the spread in gm is only 1 .6 : 1

.

A test circuit and test procedure for

selecting ICs with similar gm are given at

the end of the article, and it is certainly

worthwhile buying a few extra OTAs
and selecting the four with the most
similar gm . The ‘reject’ devices are per-
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fectly acceptable for use in the 12 dB
VCF or VCA, and need not be wasted.

The other ICs in the circuit should all

be TL074 or TL084 quad BIFET op-

amps, although for IC8 it is only permiss-

ible to use an LM324. Thanks to the use

of quad op-amps it is possible to accomo-
date the 24 dB VCF on a standard

Eurocard-size (160 mm x 100 mm) p.c.

board, although the control connections

are not all on the front edge of the

board. The printed circuit pattern and
component layout for this board are
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given in figure 9, while a front panel

layout is given in figure 1 0. io

Test and adjustment

To enable the exponential converter and
the filter section to be tested separately

they are joined by a wire link which
runs across the board from T2 to a

point adjacent to R15. This link should
be omitted until the VCF has been
tested.

To test the filter section it is necessary

to provide a temporary control current.

This is done by connecting a 100 k log

potentiometer between -15 V and
ground, with its wiper linked to the

junction of R39 and R4 via a multimeter
set to the 100/iA DC range. The test

then proceeds as follows:

1. Turn the wiper of P4 fully towards
ground, select 24 dB slope with S3
and adjust the control current to

100 HA.
2. Feed a sinewave signal into the ES

socket and adjust either the sinewave

amplitude or P5 for 2.5 V peak-to-

peak measured on a oscilloscope at

the wiper of P5.

3. Monitor the filter output on the

‘scope and check the operation of
the filter by varying the sinewave

frequency and checking that the

signal is attenuated above the turn-

over frequency in the lowpass mode
and below the turnover frequency in

the highpass mode.

4. The function of S3 should now be

checked. Set S3 to the 6 dB position

and S2 to the LP position. Increase

the frequency of the input signal

until the output of the filter is 6 dB
down on (i.e. 50% of) what it was in

the passband where the response was
level. Now switch to 12 dB, 18 dB
and 24 dB and check that the re-

sponse is respectively 12, 18 and
24 dB down, i.e. is reduced to 25%,
12.5% and 6.25% of its original value.

The exact results of this test will

depend upon the matching of the

OTAs.
5. Set the Q control, P4, to its maxi-

mum value, when the circuit should

show no sign of oscillation. If the

circuit does oscillate it will be necess-

ary to increase the value R49. If it

does not oscillate then the Q range

can be increased by decreasing R49,
taking care that instability does not

occur.

6. Finally, the linearity of the turnover

frequency v. control current charac-

teristic should be checked. Adjust

the input frequency until the re-

sponse is a convenient number of dB
down (say 6 dB). Double the control

current then double the input fre-

quency and the response should still

be 6 dB down.
7. To check the exponential converter

connect a 27 k resistor in series with

a multimeter set to the 1 00 /iA range

between the collector of T2 and the
—15 V rail. Then follow the test
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Figure 13. Test circuit for the selection of

OTAs.

procedure given on page 12-33 of
Elektor 32, column 1 line 51. The
offset and octaves per volt adjust-

ments can also be carried out using

the procedure given in this issue.

During the offset adjustment P4
should be set to minimum and S3
should be set to the 24 dB position.

During the octaves/volt adjustment
of P8 the Q control, P4, should be
set to maximum, as with the 1 2 dB
VCF.

Using the 24 dB VCF
Before the 24 dB VCF can be put to

work it must first be connected into the

Formant system. Fortunately, as far as

the signal paths go this involves changing
only two connections and adding three

more. As can be seen from figure 12,

the 24 dB VCF is connected between
the 12 dB VCF and the VCA, so that

the IOS output of the 1 2 dB VCF now
goes to the IS input of the 24 dB VCF
instead of to the VCA, whilst the VCA
receives its input from the IOS output
of the 24 dB VCF. The 24 dB VCF also

has inputs from the three VCOs.
In addition to the signal connections the

24 dB VCF must also be provided with
supply to the VCF module in accordance
with the standard practice for Formant.
Provision of control voltage inputs from
the ADSR envelope shapers will be
discussed later.

For satisfactory operation of the 24 dB
VCF the correct setting of the input

level is important, even more than in the

case of the 1 2 dB VCF. On the one
hand, the input level should not be so

large that distortion occurs, but on the

other hand it should not be so small

that the signal-to-noise ratio is degraded.

The 24 dB VCF is designed so that the
optimum input level is obtained using
three VCOs set to maximum output,

with one waveform selected per VCO. If

more than three VCOs are in use or
more than one output waveform is

selected from each VCO then the VCO
output levels must be reduced. On the
other hand, if only one VCO is used
then the signal level may be too low. In
this case it is best to patch the EOS
socket of the VCO to the ES input of
the VCF, since this input has approxi-
mately three times the sensitivity of the
hardwired VCO inputs.

The 24 dB VCF is capable of the same
basic functions as the 12 dB VCF;
driven by the KOV control voltage it

will operate as a tracking filter, whilst

the ENV and TM inputs allow dynamic
modulation of the harmonic content of
the VCF output. Due to the greater

slope of the 24 dB VCF the setting of
the ENV level control is more critical

than with the 12 dB VCF, but if cor-

rectly adjusted then subtle nuances in

the tonal character of the output signal

are possible.

The question arises as to which ADSR
envelope shaper should be used to
control the 24 dB VCF, since only two
are built into the basic Formant system,
and control the VCA and 12 dB VCF
respectively. Because of the modular
construction of Formant it is, of course,

perfectly feasible to build a third

envelope shaper, which is the most
versatile arrangement. The alternatives

are to patch one of the other ADSR
outputs to the TM input of the 24 dB
VCF. or to hardwire the ENV input of
the 24 dB VCF to the output of the
envelope shaper that controls the 1 2 dB
VCF. This latter arrangement is prob-
ably preferable, as it allows the ADSR
signal to be fed to one or both VCFs by
suitable adjustment of their ENV
controls and also allows the possibility

of patching the output of the other
envelope shaper into the TM input of
either VCF.

Appendix

OTA selection procedure

Although not absolutely essential, it is

well worth selecting OTAs with closely

matched transconductance character-

istics to ensure that the four filter

sections track accurately.

A test circuit for the OTAs is given in

figure 13. This should be fed with a

sinewave signal of about 2 V peak-to-
peak (or 0.7 V measured on an AC
voltmeter) from a signal generator or
from one of the VCOs. The output
should be monitored on a ‘scope or AC
voltmeter. With a control current of
IOOaiA, measured on the multimeter
in series with R5, the output voltage

should be between 0.7 V and 1.3 V
peak-to-peak. Without changing the
input level or control current the OTAs
to be tested should be plugged into the
circuit one at a time and the output
level for each OTA noted. The four
OTAs whose output levels are most
similar should be used in the VCF.
The circuit can also be used to check
the linearity of the transconductance v.

control current characteristic of the
OTAs, e.g. doubling the control current
should double the output of the test

circuit and halving the control current

should halve the output. M
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buffered/unbuffered

CMOS

The two most popular logic families are

TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic) and

CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide

Semiconductor). TTL is based

bipolar transistors, i.e. transistors whose

operation depends upon two types of

charge carriers, electrons and holes (e.g.

normal NPN and PNP transistors).

Other logic families based on bipolar

technology include DTL (Diode-Transis-

tor Logic), RTL (Resistor-Transistor

Logic), HLL (High-Level Logic), ECL
(Emitter-Coupled Logic), DCTL (Direct-

Coupled Transistor Logic) and I
2 L

(Integrated Injection Logic). With the

exception of ECL for high-speed circuits,

these other logic families are rarely used

by the home constructor, although I
2 L

is a developing new technology which is

beginning to offer serious competition

both to TTL and CMOS.
CMOS logic ICs, on the other hand, are

based on FET (Field Effect Transistor)

technology, sometimes known as uni-

polar devices because their operation

depends upon only one type of charge

carrier. The FETs used in CMOS are of

the insulated-gate or MOSFET type, so

called because the gate connection is

insulated from the silicon substrate of

the device by a layer of silicon dioxide.

This means that MOSFETs have an

extremely high input resistance, which

is something of a mixed blessing, as will

be seen later.

TTL v. CMOS
Although a host of logic devices are

available in both TTL and CMOS,
ranging from the simple to the very

complex, a look at the internal circuit

of one device from both families will

serve to illustrate the differences be-

tween them. Figure la shows the circuit

of a TTL two-input NOR gate, whilst

figure lb shows the internal circuit of a

CMOS two-input NOR-gate (unbuffered

type).

The TTL NOR gate operates in the

following manner: if either one or both

of the inputs to the gate is high (or

floating) then base current will flow

into T2 or T3 (or both) through the 4k

resistors and the forward-biased base-

collector junction of T1 or T4. T2 and

/

or T3 will thus be turned on and current

will flow through the lk resistor,

turning on T6. Due to the forward

voltage of D 1 and the saturation voltage

of T6 the emitter of T5 is at a higher

potential than the base, so T5 is turned

off. The output of the gate is thus low,

the output voltage being equal to the

saturation voltage of T6.

When both inputs to the gate are low

then both T1 and T4 will be turned on

by current flowing through the 4k
resistors into their bases. The bases of

T2 and T3 will be pulled low by T1 and

T4 respectively, so these transistors will

be turned off. T5 will thus be turned on

by current flowing into its base via the

lk6 resistor, whileT6 will be turned off.

The output of the gate will thus be high,

the output voltage (with no load) being

supply voltage minus the base-emitter

voltage of T5 and the forward voltage of

Dl.
Whereas the TTL gate uses only one

type of bipolar transistor (NPN) the

CMOS gate uses complementary pairs of

P-channel and N-channel MOSFETs,
hence the term Complementary Metal

Oxide Semiconductor.

The basic configuration of the CMOS
two-input NOR gate shown in figure 1 b

is simply two complementary pairs of

MOSFETs. The diodes and resistors at

the two inputs are protection circuits,

which are required only at external

inputs to the gate. In more complex

logic devices where some elements of

the circuit have no external connections

these protection circuits would be

omitted, only being included in sections

of the circuit connected to the pins of

the IC. This simple gate configuration

allows CMOS 1C chips to have a much
greater packing density than TTL
devices, since the resistors used in TTL
circuits occupy a large proportion of the

chip area.

Operation of the CMOS NOR gate is

quite easy to understand. When both

inputs are low then the P-channel FETs

T1 and T2, which are connected in

series, are both turned on, whilst the

N-channel FETs T3 and T4 are both

turned off.

The output of the gate is therefore high,

being connected to positive supply via

the drain-source resistances of T1 and

T2. Under no-load conditions the high

Many CMOS digital ICs are now
available in two versions, buffered

and unbuffered. The lack of

information available to the

amateur on the differences

between them has given rise to

some confusion as to the

compatibility of the two types.

This article examines both types

of CMOS, compares them with the

other popular logic family, TTL,

and indicates the applications in

which buffered CMOS is superior

to unbuffered, and vice versa.
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output voltage is virtually equal to

supply voltage (Vdd).
If either input to the gate is low then T1
or T2 (or both) will be turned off,

effectively disconnecting the output
from positive supply. T3 or T4 will be
turned on, so the output will be pulled

low via the drain-source resistance of
one (or both) of these transistors. Under
no-load conditions the low output
voltage will be virtually zero (Vss).
The characteristics of CMOS circuits

approach those of an Ideal’ logic family
much more closely than TTL, for a

number of reasons.

1. An ideal logic family should be
capable of operating over a wide
range of supply voltages. CMOS can

operate over a wide supply range, but
TTL is limited to a small operating

range around 5 V, due to the use of
resistors and semiconductor junction
voltage drops to define operating

conditions within the circuit.

2. The transfer characteristics (i.e.

output voltage plotted against input
voltage) of a logic gate should
approach that of an ideal electronic

switch, i.e. for input voltages up to

half supply the output should remain
in one state, above half supply the

output should be in the opposite

state, the transition from one state to

the other being as abrupt as possible.

This is illustrated in figure 2, which
compares an ideal transfer character-

istic with those of TTL and CMOS. It

can be seen that CMOS approaches
the ideal much more closely than
TTL, which has a decidedly asym-
metric transfer characteristic.

3. The output of an ideal logic device

should be capable of driving the

inputs of a large number of similar

devices (fanout capability) without
the load causing the output voltage

to fall below its permissible high level

or rise above its permissible low level.

The low output of a TTL device

connected to the input of another
TTL device must be able to sink the

current of around 1 .6 mA which
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flows out of the emitter of the input

transistor. In the high state the base-

emitter junction of the input transis-

tor is reverse-biased, so a high output

needs to supply very little current.

Most TTL devices, except buffers,

can drive 10 other TTL devices

(quoted as a fanout of 1 0).

CMOS, on the other hand, has a vir-

tually unlimited fanout, at any rate

for low operating speeds. Since the

input resistance of a CMOS gate is

practically infinite it imposes no DC
loading on the output of the gate

which is driving it. As the operating

speed increases, however, the picture

changes. The input of a CMOS gate

has a capacitance of typically 5 pF
due to the capacitor formed by the

gate electrodes, oxide layer and

substrate. In addition the circuitry

external to the device will have its

own stray capacitances. The output

of a CMOS gate has a resistance of

several hundred ohms which forms a

lowpass filter with these stray capaci-

tances. This limits the maximum
operating frequency so that a trade-

off must be made between output

drive capability and operating speed.

Increased load capacitance also in-

creases the power dissipation of

CMOS.
4. The power consumption of an ideal

logic family should be as low as

possible. TTL devices rely on the

various resistors in the circuit to

charge and discharge the transistor

capacitances. These RC time con-

stants determine the maximum oper-

ating speed of TTL, so the resistor

values cannot be too large or speed

performance will suffer. Furthermore,

since several of the transistors in a

TTL gate are turned on at any time,

providing a path to ground via these

resistors, TTL circuits dissipate a

considerable amount of power. In

addition to the standard (74XX
series) TTL circuits there are other

variants of TTL which reflect the

speed/dissipation trade-off. Low-

Figures la. Internal circuit of a two-input

TTL NOR gate.

b. Internal circuit of an unbuffered CMOS
two-input NOR gate.

c. Internal circuit of a buffered CMOS two-

input NOR gate.

Figure 2. Comparison of the transfer charac-

teristics of TTL and unbuffered CMOS.

Figure 3. Power dissipation (per gate) versus

frequency for standard TTL, Schottky TTL,

low-power Schottky TTL and CMOS.

Figure 4. Illustrating that the output resist-

ance of buffered CMOS remains constant,

whilst that of unbuffered CMOS depends on

how many inputs of a gate are used.

d

power TTL, for example, uses higher

resistance values, giving lower dissi-

pation at the expense of speed. High-

speed TTL uses lower resistance

values, increasing operating speed at

the expense of dissipation. Schottky

TTL utilises Schottky barrier transis-

tors to obtain high operating speeds

with dissipation similar to that of

standard TTL, while low-power

Schottky TTL uses Schottky transis-

tors and higher resistance values to

obtain the same speed as standard

TTL but with reduced dissipation. It

seems fairly likely that low-power

Schottky will eventually become the

standard TTL logic family.

However, returning to CMOS circuits,

it is fairly apparent that the static

dissipation of these devices is vir-

tually zero. Since the upper and
lower transistors of a complementary
pair cannot be turned on simul-

taneously there is never a current

path to ground, and since the input

resistance of a CMOS gate is ex-

tremely large no current is taken by

the inputs of other gates which are

being driven.

The situation is different for AC
operation, however. As the output of

a CMOS gate switches between its

high and low states it passes through

a transitional region where both

FETs of a complementary pair are

turned on. This causes a current of

several milliamps to flow from the

supply rail to ground through the

two FETs, causing power to be

dissipated in them. At low operating

speeds, provided the input pulses fed

to the gate have short risetimes, the

average power dissipation will be

small since both FETs are on for

only a very small proportion of the

total time. As the input frequency

increases, however, the transition

region will occupy a greater pro-

portion of the total cycle and the

power dissipation will increase. A
similar effect occurs in TTL due to

both output transistors being turned

on simultaneously, but at low

operating speeds it is the static power

consumption which is predominant.

This is illustrated in figure 3, which

shows power consumption per gate

versus frequency for CMOS, standard

TTL, Schottky TTL and low-power

Schottky TTL. It can be seen that

the power consumption of CMOS
rises steadily with frequency, whereas

that of TTL stays fairly constant up

to about 5 MHz.
5. An ideal logic family should have

good noise immunity. The definitions

of noise immunity are quite compli-

cated, but basically it is the ability of

a logic device to resist false switching

by noise pulses. The so-called DC
noise immunity of CMOS is typically

45% of supply voltage, with 20%
being guaranteed. TTL, on the other

hand, has a DC noise immunity of

only 400 mV or so. The one par-
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ameter in which TTL scores over

CMOS is operating speed, the propa-

gation delay of a TTL gate being of

the 1 0 ns, whilst that of unbuffered

CMOS is an order of 10 greater.

Buffered CMOS is even slower.

Unbuffered v. buffered CMOS
All the foregoing comments apply to

unbuffered CMOS devices, and the

differences between these and buffered

devices will now be considered. Figure

lc shows the internal circuit of a

buffered, two-input CMOS NOR gate.

In fact, this NOR gate actually consists

of a NAND gate with inverters on its in-

puts and output, which (by DeMorgan’s)

theorem, is logically equivalent to a

NOR function. An alternative approach,

adopted by some manufacturers, is to use

a NOR gate whose output is buffered by
two cascaded inverters. The logic

diagrams for both these arrangements

are shown in figure lc. Both are logi-

cally equivalent to a single NOR gate.

The buffered NOR gate is obvi-

ously much more complex than the

unbuffered gate, so what advantage does

it offer, and what are its disadvantages?

To begin with, since the output of a

buffer gate consists of a single, comp-
lementary pair, a buffered gate has a

constant output resistance, equal to the

drain-source resistance of whichever

FET is switched on. This means that the

rise and fall times of the output signal

are fixed for given load conditions,

which can be an important factor in

some applications. This is illustrated in

figure 4a, in which the output FETs of a

buffered gate are represented as two
switches and two series resistors.

The output resistance of an unbuffered

gate, on the other hand, depends on the

state of the inputs. This is illustrated in

figures 4b to 4d, in which a two input

unbuffered NOR gate is represented by
switches and resistors. If one input of

the gate is high the output is low, the

output resistance being the drain-source

resistance of one of the lower FETs. If

both inputs are low then the output is

high and the output resistance is that of

the two upper FETs connected in series.

However, if both inputs are high then

both lower FETs are turned on and the

output resistance is the parallel connec-

tion of the drain source resistances of

the two FETs, i.e. R/2. With multi-input

gates the variation in output resistance

can be even greater. This variation in

output resistance also affects the

transfer characteristics as will be seen

later.

Gain

Since a buffered CMOS gate has two
extra stages compared with an

unbuffered gate it has a much higher

gain, which is reflected in the transfer

characteristics. Figure 5a shows the

transfer characteristics of an unbuffered
two-input NOR gate whilst figure 5 b

shows the transfer characteristics of a

buffered gate. Not only are the transfer

characteristics of the buffered gate

much closer to the ideal, due to the high

gain, but it makes little difference

whether one or both inputs are used,

due to a combination of the higher gain

and constant output resistance. With the

unbuffered gate, on the other hand,
there is a marked difference between
using one input and using both inputs.

The gain of buffered CMOS is also

practically independent of supply volt-

age, whereas that of unbuffered CMOS
is extremely voltage dependent. This is

illustrated in figures 6a and 6b which
show the gain of unbuffered and buffered
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Table 1

Figure 5. Comparison of the transfer charac-

teristics of unbuffered CMOS and buffered

CMOS.

buffered unbuffered

propagation delay 150 60 ns

noise immunity 30 20% of VDD

output impedance

1 0.5 V

(four- input gate) 400 loo.. 400 n
transition time 100 50 . . 100 ns

AC gain 68 23 dB
bandwidth 280 885 kHz
output oscillation can occur undetectable

(determined exper- with input for

imentally) signals > inputs <

input capacitance

1 ms 100 ms

1 ...2 2 . . . 3 pF

maximum 2. ..4 5 ... 10 pF

measured for a 5 V supply and Cl = 50 pF

Figure 6. Comparison of the gain of unbuffered

CMOS with that of buffered CMOS.

Figure 7. Interfacing CMOS to standard TTL
and low-power (Schottky) TTL.

Table 1. Comparison of the principal specifi-

cations of buffered and unbuffered CMOS.

Table 2. Applications preference table for

buffered and unbuffered CMOS.

Table 3. Main points of the JEDEC specifi-

cation for B-series CMOS.

Table 2 Table 3

JEDEC-B

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Voltages referenced to Vss):

DC Supply Voltage -0.5 to +18 V
Input Voltage -0.5 o VDD +0.5 V
DC Input Current

(any one input) ± 10 „A
Storage Temperature Range -65 o +150°C
Total dissipation 400 mW
Recommended Operating Conditions:

DC Supply Voltage +3 to +15 V
Operating-Temperature Range:

Military-Range Devices -55 o +125°C
Commercial-Range Devices -40 o +85°C

CMOS, versus frequency, at three

different supply voltages. A further

advantage of the greater gain of buffered

CMOS is that noise immunity is im-

proved due to the better transfer

characteristics. The final advantage of

buffered CMOS is that it has a lower

input capacitance than unbuffered

CMOS.

Disadvantages

Buffered CMOS is not without its

disadvantages, however. Since a

buffered gate has more stages than an

unbuffered gate is has an inherently

greater propagation delay, which means
that its maximum operating speed is

lower. Secondly, due to their higher

gain, buffered CMOS gates have a

tendency to oscillate as the output
passes through the transition region if

the risetime of the input signal is fairly

slow. This means that buffered gates are

less suitable for low-speed systems
where the pulses have slow edges. It also

means that buffered gates are less

suitable for linear applications, where
the input is biased so that the output is

at half supply. Here again oscillation is

likely to occur since the output of the

gate is in its transition region.

Clearly, buffered and unbuffered CMOS
devices are not always interchangeable,

so in order to help readers choose the

best device for a particular application

tables 1 and 2 are given. Table 1 lists the

principal differences between buffered

and unbuffered devices, whilst table 2

indicates which type of device is pre-

ferred for particular applications.

CMOS-TTL-CMOS
It is sometimes necessary to interface

CMOS circuits to TTL circuits, and this

can be done in a number of ways. To
drive standard TTL a current sink

capability of 1 .6 mA per TTL input is

required. A normal CMOS output can

sink only 0.5 mA, so to drive standard

TTL a CMOS buffer such as the 4049
(inverting) or 4050 (non-inverting) must
be used. Two TTL loads can be driven

with one of these devices. Driving

CMOS from TTL presents little diffi-

culty due to the greater source/sink

capability of TTL. The only minor

problem is that the ‘high’ output voltage

of TTL may be inadequate to drive

CMOS, so a pullup resistor is connected

from the output of the TTL gate to

positive supply. This ensures that the

high output of the TTL gate is equal to

supply voltage and therefore adequate

to drive CMOS. Interfacing CMOS to

standard TTL is illustrated in figure 7a.

CMOS can be interfaced to low-power

TTL and low-power Schottky TTL
without difficulty, since all CMOS ICs

which conform to the JEDEC norm can

directly drive one low-power (Schottky)

TTL load. Low-power (Schottky) TTL
can, of course, drive CMOS directly if a

pullup resistor is included. This is illus-

trated in figure 7b.

In all these cases the CMOS circuits

must of course, operate from the same

supply voltage as the TTL circuits (5 V).

B-series CMOS
To add another confusion factor to the

CMOS scene, not only are CMOS ICs

available in buffered and unbuffered

types, but there are also two different

series of CMOS. Prior to 1976 many
manufacturers produced ‘A’ series

CMOS, a principal parameter of which
was an absolute maximum supply volt-

age of 15 V, although some manufac-

turers produced devices capable of

withstanding 18 V.

A-series CMOS ICs were available

mainly in unbuffered versions, though
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Figure 8. Markings on CMOS ICs from RCA,
who prefix their 4000 type numbers with the

letters 'CD'. The suffix is either 'A' for A-

series (unbuffered) 'UB' for B-series un-

buffered and 'B' for B-series buffered, fol-

lowed by ‘E' to indicate a plastic package or

'D' to indicate a ceramic package.

10

M MC14011B

• « CP 7723

< VMC14049BCP
M77-25 O

Figure 10. Motorola CMOS ICs. Prefix 'MC'.

Note that Motorola use '14000' type numbers
instead of 4000, but apart from the extra '1'

their type numbers correspond to those of

other manufacturers. Pre-JEDEC-B Motorola

ICs carry the suffix 'A' for devices with a

maximum rating of 18 V and ‘C’ for devices

with a maximum rating of 16 V. Package suf-

fix is 'P for plastic and 'L' for ceramic.

12

Figure 12. National Semiconductors CMOS
ICs. Note the two different vignettes used by
this company. The 4000 type number is pre-

fixed 'CD'. Suffix is 'B' for B-series buffered,

'UB' for B-series unbuffered. A-series devices

have no special suffix. This is followed by a

letter to indicate the temperature range of the

device (*C' for standard, 'M' for extended),

and the last letter of the suffix is the package

code, 'N' for plastic and 'D' or 'J' for ceramic.

National devices also carry an 'MM 5000' type

number which is peculiar to National.

In addition to 4000-series CMOS National

also make a series of CMOS which is pin

compatible with 74XX-series TTL and is

called the 74C-series.

Figure 9. Solid State Scientific CMOS 1C.

Prefix 'SCL', suffix 'A' for A-series unbuffered,

'A/B' for A-series buffered, 'UB' for B-series

unbuffered and 'B' for B-series buffered. This
is followed by 'E' for plastic package or 'D'

for ceramic package. Maximum supply voltage

of all SSS CMOS ICs is 18 V.

Figure 11. Texas Instruments CMOS 1C. This
1C carries two type numbers) One type
number prefixed 'CD' is identical to that used
by RCA, the other is prefixed 'TP'. Suffix 'A'

for A-series unbuffered or 'B' for B-series

buffered. Package suffix is 'N' for plastic or

'J' for ceramic.

Figure 13. A Fairchild CMOS 1C. Type num-
bers of Fairchild CMOS devices are prefixed

by 'F' and sometimes by '3'. All Fairchild ICs

are buffered except where the circuit con-

figuration makes this impossible. Package

suffix 'P' for plastic or 'D' for ceramic,

followed by 'C' for commercial temperature

range or 'M' for military temperature range.

some buffered versions were produced.
A-series CMOS has now largely been
replaced by ‘B’ series, though there are

still considerable numbers of A-series

devices around, particularly on the

amateur market.

In 1976 the major CMOS manufacturers
met to draw up a standard for B-series

CMOS, a major feature of which is an
absolute maximum supply voltage of

18 V (though some manufacturers quote
20 V for their devices) and a maximum
recommended operating voltage of 1 5 V.

The principal specifications of the

JEDEC standard for B-series CMOS are

given in table 3. B-series devices are avail-

able in both buffered and unbuffered
versions, except where the internal

circuit of the device makes buffered or
unbuffered operation mandatory.

Identification marks

The problem faced by the average

constructor, going into a shop to buy a

CMOS IC, is finding out if a device is A-

series or B-series, buffered or unbuffered.
This is not helped by the fact that many
retailers know even less than the pur-

chaser, added to which different manu-
facturers each have their own code for

marking devices.

The usual procedure is that the package
is printed with the CMOS 4000-series

type number of the device, which has a

prefix peculiar to the manufacturer and
a suffix which indicates if the device is
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Figure 14. A Philips/Valvo CMOS 1C. Philips

ICs are prefixed 'HEF' and suffixed 'B' for

buffered or 'UB' for unbuffered. Some Philips

ICs have the suffix 'V' which denotes that the

recommended maximum operating voltage is

only 12.5 V, and that the device is buffered.

The last letter of the suffix is *P' for plastic

package or 'D' for ceramic package.

A- or B-series, buffered or unbuffered.

The suffix is usually A for A-series

unbuffered, A/B for A-series buffered,

UB for B-series unbuffered and B for

B-series buffered. The suffix may also

contain other letters which give ad-

ditional information such as the type of

package.

However, this is by no means a general

rule, and the only way to be certain is

to be familiar with the codes used by
different manufacturers. Identifying the

manufacturer of an IC is in itself no
mean feat, as manufacturers do not

print their full name but just the initial

letters, or else some form of symbol or

vignette. Figures 8 to 15 show some
typical CMOS ICs from the major
manufacturers. An explanation of the

markings on each IC is given in the

caption to each figure.

Using CMOS ICs

For low and medium speed applications

CMOS is an almost ideal logic family, as

it offers the advantages already dis-

cussed, i.e. low static power consump-

tion, high noise immunity, wide range

of operating voltages and large fanout.

However, it does suffer from one major

disadvantage, susceptibility to damage

by static charge. The oxide layer which

separates the gate electrodes from the

substrate is extremely thin (typically

1 000 A) and has a breakdown voltage

between 80 and 120 volts. The human
body can become charged to several

15

kilovolts simply by walking across a

nylon carpet, and though the energy

stored is very low due to the small

capacitance (around 300 pF) of the

body, it is still sufficient to break down
the oxide layer, which has an extremely

high resistance and very small capaci-

tance.

Unlike the breakdown of a reverse-

biased PN junction, breakdown of a

MOSFET gate is irreversible, since a

small hole is actually punched through

the oxide layer by the discharge.

Fortunately the manufacturers of

CMOS ICs do incorporate input protec-

tion circuits. These usually take the

form of pairs of diodes connected

between the inputs and supply lines,

together with series resistors to limit the

current. In the event of a voltage

exceeding positive supply being applied

to the input the upper diode is forward

biased and the current is shunted away

to the low impedance of the positive

supply rail. For negative input voltages

the lower diode is reverse-biased and the

current is shunted away to ground. Of
course, this protection is really effective

only if the device is in circuit with the

power applied. When handling CMOS
devices suitable precautions must still be

taken and even when a device is in

circuit signals should never be applied to

the inputs with the power switched off.

Unlike TTL, the unused inputs of a

CMOS device must not be left floating,

as the output of the device may then be

in its transition state (around half

Figure 15. All the S's. The foregoing list of

manufacturers is by no means comprehensive,

and Signetics, Silex, SGS-ATES, Siltek and

Solitron could be added, to name just those

manufacturers whose names begin with S.

However, the examples given should help the

reader to know what to look for in IC

markings. Note that the remarks made about

package suffixes apply only to dual-in-line

(DILI packages. Flatpacks, rarely used by the

home constructor, have different suffixes.

As a final note, different manufacturers have

different ways of indicating the orientation of

an IC. Most use a notch in the end of the IC

adjacent to pin 1; some use a dot, bump or

figure 1 on the top of the package next to pin

supply voltage) in which a large current

is drawn. Unused inputs must always be

connected to positive supply (Vqd) or

the zero volt rail (Vss)-

To summarise, the following precautions

should be taken when using CMOS:
1. Store CMOS ICs with their pins

embedded in conductive plastic foam

or aluminium foil — not in expanded

polystyrene (which practice is not

unknown).

2. Don’t handle CMOS ICs any more

than necessary.

3. Work on a metal surface, such as a

tin tray or aluminium foil, earthed

through a 1M resistor (A 1M resistor

will leak away static charges, but in

the event of simultaneous contact

with mains live and the work surface

the current flow will be insufficient

to give the constructor a shock).

4. Before handling CMOS ICs, always

earth yourself to the work surface. If

you leave the workbench for any

reason, earth yourself upon returning.

5. Use an earthed soldering iron.

6. Connect unused inputs of CMOS
devices to Vdd or VSS-

7. Don’t apply signals to the inputs of

CMOS gates if power to the circuit is

switched off. H

Literature

RCA Application note ICAN 6558.

Data books from the major CMOS
manufacturers.

4 44 4 4
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New calculators

A new series of five financial and
scientific calculators featuring an
advanced degree of human
engineering was announced today
by the Hewlett-Packard Company.
Prices for the new Series E
calculators fall comfortably within

reach of students and younger
professional and business people.

Calculators in the new range are

the HP-37E business management,
HP-38E advanced financial

programmable, the HP-3 IE
scientific, HP-32E advanced
scientific and HP-33E
programmable scientific models.

All feature more powerful, larger,

easier-to-read displays, diagnostic

error code systems, accuracies

previously available only in the

most advanced calculators, non-
slip rubber base pads, and positive

click-action keys.

HP, ltd.. King Street Lane,

Winnersh, Wokingham, Berkshire,

RG1 1 5AR England.

(827 M)

Compact lab. supply

A new low-cost, three-in-one

bench Power Supply from
Hewlett-Packard is designed for

engineers who design and test

breadboards and prototypes using

integrated circuits. The compact
HP Model 6235A Triple-output

Power Supply delivers three

adjustable DC output voltages:

0 to 6 V at 1 A, 0 to +18 Vat
0.2 A and 0 to -18 V at 0.2 A. A
single 0 to 36 V output at 0.2 A

can also be obtained by
connecting across the -18 V and
+18 V terminals.

The controls, meter, and binding

posts are all arranged conveniently

on the front panel. One voltage

control simultaneously adjusts the

+18 V and -18 V outputs, which
track one another to power
operational amplifiers and other

circuits requiring balanced positive

and negative voltages. The
supply's dual outputs have added
versatility with an adjustable

tracking ratio control that can set

the negative output to a lower

voltage than that of the positive

output. Once the tracking ratio

control has been set by the user,

the voltage ratio between the

positive and negative outputs

remains constant as the +18 V
voltage control varies both
outputs. A separate voltage

control sets the 0 to +6 V output.

The supply is of the constant

voltage/current limit type with

each output voltage being

continuously adjustable over its

range, while the maximum
current available is limited

automatically to prevent

overloading. The unit’s outputs

share a common output terminal

and are isolated from chassis

ground so that any output

terminal can be grounded if

desired. Voltage or current can be

selected and monitored quickly

for each output with pushbutton

I
meter switches. With dimensions
of only 90 mm high, 155 mm
wide, and 190 mm deep, the new
supply is small enough to be
picked up with one hand and
takes up a minimum of bench
space. The HP6235A weighs only
2.3 kg. It can be powered from
115 V or 230 V, 47-63 Hz
AC input.

The Hewlett-Packard 6235A
Triple-Output Power Supply is

priced at £ 1 19.

Hewlett-Packard Limited,

King Street Lane, Winnersh,

Wokingham, Berkshire.

RGI15AR England.
(828 M)

20 MHz scope

The Leader LBO-508 is a dual-

trace oscilloscope with bandwidth
of 20 MHz and sensitivity of
10 mV/cm. Stabilized power
supplies ensure a measuring

accuracy of ± 3%, and the display
screen is 8 x 10 cms. Fixed and
variable controls cover a sensitivity

of 10 mV/cm to 50 V/cm, and
with an add function and CH.2
trace invert, inputs may be added
or subtracted. Triggering may be
selected from CH.l or CH.2 and

the circuit will extract sync

signals from both T.V. line and
frame signals. Timebase from
0.5 Ais/cm-0.2 sec/cm also has a
variable control and X 5 magnifi-

cation. AUTO/NORMAL
triggering is provided, as is an
external trigger input. An
X-Y function switches one input

to the horizontal axis for

X-Y display.

Martron Ltd., 20 Park St.,

Princes Risborough,

Bucks. England.

(830 M)

1 W audio amp
Recently added to the range of
Sprague low to medium power
audio devices, is the ULN-2283B
integrated audio power amplifier.

Its predominant features are the

wide operating voltage range and
low quiescent current drain. A
minimum number of external

parts, together with 'on-chip'

short-circuit protection, enhance
the system’s reliability.

The wide operating voltage range

makes this device eminently
suitable for use in hand-held

battery-operated equipment.

In an environment, where space is

at a premium, an important

feature is the fact that this circuit

does not require a heat-sink, as

the copper-alloy lead frame
conducts the heat into the printed

wiring board.

Sprague Benelux, Industriezone,

P.O. Box 104, 9600 Ronse,

(832 M)

Low power IF/AF circuit

for fm receivers

Plessey Semiconductors new
SL1664 circuit offers the entire

IF and audio sections of an

FM receiver, including a 250 mW
output stage, in a single

integrated circuit. It may be used

with IFs between 455 KHz and

21.4 MHz and will give super

signal/noise ratio with low

deviations and high IFs, as well

as low distortion with high

deviation and low IF.

The SL1664 has a sensitivity of

10 microvolts or better, and a

standby consumption of 20 mW,
making it ideal for both low-
power pocket receivers for

broadcast FM and portable

narrow FM transceivers.

The device incorporates a stable

squelch system and operates from

supplies of between +6 and
+9 volts. Its operating

temperature range is -30° to

+70“C and it is supplied in an

18 lead plastic DIL package.

The SL1664 was designed to use

external LC quadrature circuitry

which means that even in high

performance receivers for narrow

deviation signals of 1.5 KHz or

less, simple quadrature circuitry

will give excellent S/N ratio and

expensive crystal quadrature

circuitry is not necessary.

Plessey Semiconductors,

Cheney Manor, Swindon,
Wiltshire SN2 2QW, England.

(837 Ml




